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Next generation sequencing technology has revolutionized the study of the human
genome. The applications for full sequence in cattle are far reaching and broad. There is,
however, a limitation to the application of sequence data due to high cost and a large
diversity across cattle breeds.
The purpose of this study was to investigate parameters related to the quality of
bovine sequences and to optimize how variants are called and used in sequence studies.
Imputation to whole genome sequence was investigated as a means to expand the sequence
data in an effective manner. Across breed imputation using various clustering algorithms
was examined based on genotype and haplotype diversity in the sequenced populations.
Crampiness in Holsteins was explored as a poorly understood trait of interest that could
not be well described using genotype panels alone. A pipeline was created for sequence
quality using imputation accuracy as a metric for reference population quality. Phred scaled
genotype quality score was the single most important factor in determining which calls
would be imputed accurately, and quality of specific SNPs per animal was the most
effective method of quality control. Clustering individuals based on reconstructed

haplotypes was more effective than using clustered genotypes for imputation from 50k and
777k genotypes to sequence. A by-product of this analysis was a model to select individuals
to be removed from imputation studies due to a low predicted imputation accuracy. GWAS
was carried out using sequence data on crampiness in Holsteins; however, no major genes
were found. This lead to the conclusion that sequence data may not always be useful if the
trait of interest is multi-genic and lowly heritable, and a greater population of true and
imputed sequences may be required for more powerful association analysis.
Sequence data will be critical to the future of understanding the bovine genome and
the effects it has on important traits in the dairy and beef industries. This research
emphasizes the need for further research to find causative mutations and emphasizes the
global drive to sequence more individuals for a sufficiently large population to make
meaningful associations.
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Chapter 1: Literature Review
1.1 Introduction:
Genome-Assisted breeding techniques have revolutionized cattle breeding
schemes, especially with regards to how sires are selected by the artificial insemination
industry. By using SNP panel genotyping on a large number of bulls, accurate SNP effects
have been estimated for a large number of economically important traits and have
significantly shortened the generation interval and increased the accuracy of selection in
both males and females (Hayes et al., 2013). Genomic selection has also given some
inroads to selection on traits that are not feasible to measure regularly such as carcass and
feed efficiency traits (Bolormaa et al., 2013). There are, however, some limitations to what
we can learn from SNP panels, regardless of their density. As SNP panel genotypes rely
on linkage disequilibrium (LD) to make genomic predictions, there can be some failure in
exploiting causal variants that are not adequately linked to panel SNPs, or if those SNPs
have a low minor allele frequency (Rivas et al., 2011). An ascertainment bias is introduced
when SNPs are filtered for minor allele frequency when creating the SNP panel and/or
performing genomic selection. In the latter case low frequency alleles may be filtered out,
and these alleles may be linked to causal SNPs for a number of traits. These low frequency
variants have been shown to be linked to many common disease phenotypes in humans
(Cirulli and Goldstein, 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2012). If this is also the case in bovine,
exploiting these low frequency variants could lead to much greater accuracy of breeding
values for many of the lowly heritable health and fertility traits in cattle, assuming a model
with unequal SNP variance can be used.
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SNP panel genotypes do not directly take into account other types of variations that
are present on the genome. These include structural variations such as translocation
breakpoints and chromosomal inversions (Shendure and Ji, 2008). Sequence data can
capture structural variants in the genome, and may help to better understand the genetic
architecture of certain traits.
The following review aims to summarize the ways in which full sequence genomics
can fill the voids left by SNP panel genotyping in cattle regarding capturing and using high
quality sequence calls, techniques to impute panel genotypes to full sequence, and utilizing
full sequence for genomic selection and causal mutation discovery, especially for disease
traits in cattle.
1.2 Next Generation Sequencing
1.2.1

Human sequencing efforts

Full genome re-sequencing using next generation sequencing techniques, defined
as the array of massively parallel sequencing technologies not using Sanger sequencing
methods (Schuster, 2007) will allow for the discovery of rare variants, as well as the
discovery of some structural variants such as copy number variation (CNV) (Mardis,
2008). The CNVs that have been discovered in bovine are orthologous to those in humans
that have been shown to play an important role in disease susceptibility (Fadista et al.,
2010). Full genome re-sequencing may also give some insight into the extent and the effect
of insertion-deletion polymorphisms (indel) across the genome. When these indels are
found inside genes there is often an effect on the functionality of that gene, leading to a
change in some economically relevant phenotype, such as was found by Huang et al. (2011)
when indels were detected in a gene involved with lipogenesis. The use of next generation
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sequencing techniques could also help to unlock some of the epigenetic effects that play a
role in certain phenotypes, helping to better understand the interaction between genome
and environment (Sørenson et al., 2015). It has been shown that certain epigenetic effects
have an impact on milk production (Singh et al., 2010). Sequencing a larger number of
animals could lead to breakthroughs in what causes some of these epigenetic effects and
allow for more efficient management of animals to enhance production and potentially
limit costs (Hayes et al., 2013). Also of great importance, sequencing of full genomes will
allow for the selection directly on the QTLs having greatest effect on certain traits. This is
not dependent on linkage disequilibrium, and will give a more accurate prediction of
breeding values at a given time, and more importantly, will not be susceptible to breakdown
over generations due to recombination events (Druet et al., 2014). This will mean SNP
effects will remain consistent over generations avoiding losses in accuracy selecting across
generations, as well as an increase in efficiency as SNP effects will not need to be reestimated (Meuwissen and Goddard, 2010). Sequencing enough animals for these and other
studies are becoming more feasible, as costs to fully sequence animals are significantly
decreasing, and a $1000 human sequence will soon be a reality (Hayden, 2014).
Whole genome sequencing is carried out by redundant sequencing of millions of
short fragments of DNA, and then the assembly of these short reads into large contiguous
segments that can be oriented along each chromosome (Ng and Kirkness, 2010).
Assembling these short reads into larger segments can be done one of two ways depending
on the species and the availability of a closely related genome sequence. If a reference
sequence exists, the short reads can be mapped to this sequence to build a sequence that is
similar, but not necessarily identical to the original (Gnerre et al., 2009). When no such
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reference exists, the sequence must be built de novo. This is done by aligning overlapping
reads. These reads generally overlap by a few hundred base-pairs, and are essentially
assembled as a large puzzle from one end to the other (Baker, 2012). To carry out de novo
sequencing, longer overlapping reads are needed to ensure reads are properly aligned and
a consensus map can be created. New generation sequencing technologies, however, can
produce even shorter reads, which then have less overlap, and therefore can be more
difficult to assemble de novo, so a pre-existing map is required for accurate sequence
assembly. These sequences, however, do allow for a greater number of total reads to be
made and allow for a greater degree of coverage (number of times a genome region is
expected to be sequenced) of the genome as a whole (Miller et al., 2012). This coverage is
important to be able to detect rare variants, as certain pieces of the genome may be missing
entirely with a lower degree of coverage. High coverage is also required to detect
polymorphic loci, as only one allele at each locus is detected with each read. With Sanger,
or first generation sequencing, coverage on average of 8X across the genome has been
found to be adequate to be able to assemble correctly and detect most rare variants. With
second generation and further sequencing the depth of sequencing required to correctly
assemble variants has increased to greater than 30X coverage (Schatz et al., 2010). With
both forms of sequence it has been shown that quality of sequence can vary greatly from
sample to sample, and that neither method can capture the entire genome perfectly,
meaning there will always be incorrect reads as well as portions of the genome that are not
sufficiently covered to detect rare variants (Kuo et al., 2006).
1.2.2 Bovine Sequencing
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The sequencing of the bovine genome has been carried out multiple times to date.
The first being carried out by the bovine genome sequencing and analysis consortium,
sequencing using the Sanger method to approximately 7X coverage of a Hereford cow
(Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al., 2009). Their initial study
found at least 22,000 genes, of which 14,345 had orthologs among seven other mammalian
species. It was found that the orthologs were often genes related to metabolism in the
orthologous species. Many of the non-orthologous genes are likely those having functions
related to milk and meat production. Follow-up studies focused on SNP discovery; as an
example, Eck et al. (2009) sequenced a Fleckvieh bull using next generation techniques
with shorter reads, and discovered 2.44 million SNPs across the genome. About 82% of
these SNP were considered novel at the time. The same study posited that for discovery of
99% of the heterozygous alleles across the genome, 30-40X coverage would be required.
Two elite Holstein bulls were also sequenced in an attempt to reconstruct haplotypes for
the entire genome sequence (Larkin et al., 2012), and the same has since been carried out
in other cattle breeds (Choi et al., 2015). Sequence based haplotype reconstruction in
Holstein was carried out extremely accurately (~97%) based on a subset of SNPs available
on the 50k SNP chip (Larkin et al., 2012). If haplotypes can be accurately reconstructed,
imputation from high density marker panels to sequence should be able to be carried out
accurately. Larkin et al. (2012) also showed signatures of selection by looking at blocks of
SNP that had remained consistent over 30 years in descendants of the 2 bulls. The results
showed that there were significant portions of these elite sire’s genomes that had been
conserved over many generations, and 11 candidate genes were found with functions
related to milk production, fertility, and disease resistance. Since the beginning of these
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projects there has been a large collaborative effort to sequence many bulls around the world
to create a database of sequences that can be used for a large variety of studies, including
SNP discovery, novel traits, and implementation of sequence based breeding programs
(Hayes et al., 2012). Sequencing the bovine genome more thoroughly has also provided
insight into key regions related to loss of function (Das et al., 2015), potentially an
important reference for differences in important phenotypes that cannot be explained by
routine genomic measures. Structural variants in the bovine genome have been identified
(Boussaha et al., 2015; Sasaki et al., 2016), however there have been few studies that have
associated any structural regions with traits of economic significance (Hou et al., 2012;
Yue et al., 2014).
1.3 Imputation
One of the key elements to make selection based on full sequences possible will be
the efficacy of imputation to full sequence from lower density SNP panels. Genotyping
many animals on low density panels has become less expensive over time, and the number
of genotyped animals from beef and dairy breeds, has rapidly expanded in recent years.
Evaluating the accuracy of imputation to full sequence given different sized reference
populations and different levels of LD, both from different breeds and different panel
densities will be important. Accurate imputation is being carried out from 6k to 50k
regularly for routine genetic evaluations in dairy cattle in Canada (Johnston et al., 2011).
It has also been shown that for a large reference population, it is possible to carry out
accurate imputation from both 3k and 6k to the 50k SNP panel in dairy cattle (Sargolzaei
et al., 2010). Larmer et al. (2014) showed that accuracy of imputation using FImpute v2.2,
as measured by genotype concordance rate, to high density (777k) panels is extremely
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accurate from 50k (97%), even given a very small reference population (40 animals).
Accuracy of imputation in the same study from 6k to HD was shown to be relatively high
as well ranging from 0.91-0.97 for varying sizes of reference population. For beef cattle,
imputation has shown to be more difficult due to lower levels of LD between markers
(Ventura et al., 2014). The reference population used in this study was cross-bred, and so
LD levels were lower than in a purebred beef population. Ventura et al. (2014) found
accuracies of imputation from 6k to HD to be quite low (~80%), however, imputation from
50k to HD was more successful (~91%). When a purebred beef population with a larger
reference population

is considered, imputation accuracies

grow significantly.

Dassonneville et al. (2011) found imputation accuracies from 3k to 50k greater than 95%
for a purebred Blonde d’Aquitaine reference population of approximately 1000 animals.
This cannot be compared to the results found by Ventura et al. (2014) as the most
significant factors in imputation accuracy are the density of the lower density panel, and
the level of LD (Hickey et al., 2012a). The density of the low density panel is greater in
the crossbred study by Ventura; however, the level of linkage disequilibrium that can be
exploited in the crossbred population will be much smaller. This may be of some concern,
as the cost of sequencing is still quite high, and so for most beef and dairy breeds, with the
possible exception of Holsteins, a multi-breed reference population for imputation will
need to be used. Larmer et al. (2014) explored the potential gain from using a multi-breed
reference population when imputing to the 777k panel. It was found that some gain could
be seen when imputing from 50k to HD, however, losses in accuracy were seen when
imputing from 6k. It can be inferred that haplotypes are not common between breeds at
this density, however, when moving to a higher density panel for imputation, there are
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enough shared haplotypes across breeds for one breed to aid another in imputation
accuracy. This trend should continue, and pooling breeds for imputation from 777k to full
sequence should be even more viable, as more shared haplotypes will be found across
breeds as more historical LD will be captured, as opposed to the recent LD seen at longer
distances, as captured by lower density SNP panels (Baes, 2015).
Imputation to full genome sequence in humans has been carried out successfully to
detect novel variants with significant risk for Parkinson’s disease (International
Parkinson’s Disease Genomics Consortium, 2011). Sequence imputation was also shown
to be effective when imputing to specific exome sequences to discover low frequency
variants that could not be detected by panel genotype alone (Auer et al., 2012). When using
the 1,000 genomes project sequence database and a Mayo sequencing study as a reference
population, it was found that accurate imputation to full sequence could be carried out,
with accuracies exceeding a concordance rate of 0.97 in 3 separate races when imputation
was carried out within race (Fridley et al., 2010). Imputation accuracy among less common
variants on the sequence, however, is still poor, and on average SNPs with a minor allele
frequency <0.1 do not impute well (Howie et al., 2011). These low minor allele frequency
sites can be improved greatly by including a very low coverage sequence (~1X) along with
a panel genotype (Flannick et al., 2012). In poultry, imputation to whole genome sequence
has been carried out very successfully, with genotype concordance rates exceeding 98%
(Ni et al., 2015). Imputation in poultry nucleus production systems are made easier due to
the high level of relationship, lower effective population size, and a lower level of genome
diversity than is present in many other species.
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In bovine, imputation to sequence in simulated data was shown to be highly
accurate overall (VanRaden et al., 2012). However, sites of very low minor allele frequency
were still poorly imputed. Druet et al. (2014) showed by simulation that increasing the size
of the sequenced population had a larger impact on accuracy of imputation for low
frequency variants than the quality of sequence. In cattle it has been shown that compared
to single breed reference populations for imputation, it was more advantageous to include
all breeds in the reference population with the current bovine sequenced population
(Brøndum et al., 2014; Baes, 2015). Reference population size has been shown to be
extremely influential in imputation to Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data in cattle,
as for example when a small reference population was used (114 Holstein bulls), the
accuracy of imputation was extremely low (Van Binsbergen et al., 2014a). Imputed bovine
sequences have successfully been used to map complex traits with higher resolution than
was possible using panel genotype alone, and suggest full sequence data can be extremely
useful in better understanding genetic architectures of complex traits (Pausch et al., 2014;
Höglund et al., 2014).
1.4 Importance of High Quality Sequence Calls
1.4.1

Raw Sequence Quality

Ensuring adequate control of quality has been shown to be important for genome wide
association using chip genotypes (Laurie et al., 2010; Fardo et al., 2009). However, for
imputation studies using human SNP panel genotypes, it was shown that pre-imputation
quality control had a detrimental effect on overall imputation accuracy, due to an increase
in missing-ness having an adverse effect on imputation accuracy (Roshyara et al., 2014).
Methods for quality control of chip genotypes for GWAS and other studies are well
established and have been thoroughly reviewed (Turner et al., 2011). Removing poor
9

quality sites before GWAS studies has been shown to have a significant effect on the
amount of bias and error introduced into association studies. As we move towards using
Next Generation Sequencing technologies as the standard for genome-wide association,
the differences in SNP calls and quality must be taken carefully into consideration. There
are already a large number of sequence variant quality control tools available for use
(McKenna et al., 2010; Danecek et al., 2011; Patel and Jain, 2012; Lo et al., 2014). All of
these control tools use base calling information from a variety of base calling algorithms
to pre-process data for application. The way bases are called is extremely important for
accuracy as well, as several sequencing platforms are available and have been shown to
differ in quality as well (Ledergerber and Dessimoz, 2011; O’Rawe et al., 2013). The
sequencing platform chosen has been shown to have a significant effect on the genome
coverage, as well as the application possibilities of the data generated (Quail et al., 2012).
There are a number of metrics used for sequence data to determine the quality of a read,
including depth of sequence, alternate allele count, and Phred scaled quality score. Phred
scores are the most common measure of genotype quality (GQ), given on a logarithmic
scale, where a score of 20 signifies a 1 in 100 chance that a base is called incorrectly, and
a score of 30 signifies a 1 in 1000 chance of calling error (Ewing and Green, 1998).
Alternate allele counts give an indication if both strands were read by the sequencing
platform, ensuring that if a site is heterozygous, it will be properly identified. Another
metric used to ensure quality of sequences in human studies is a measure of Mendelian
inheritance errors. If a SNP does not follow Mendelian proportions in a population, it is
more likely to be considered a sequencing error (Dasgupta et al., 2011). Excluding sites
that fall out of Mendelian proportions based on a simple chi square test was shown to be
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effective in finding regions that may have been poorly sequenced in humans (Pilipenko et
al., 2014). The problem with using Mendelian inheritance in bovine populations is that
these regions may be signatures of selected regions on the genome that have been selected
using modern breeding techniques. If this is the case, it is likely that a QTL for a trait of
economic importance is harbored in this region, and these sites should not be excluded as
they may be important for association (Gardner, 1960). Finding the ideal quality control
parameters for bovine data will be an important step in ensuring NGS studies in bovine are
carried out as accurately as possible. Sequence depths are not, on average, as high in bovine
as they are for most human studies (Daetwyler et al., 2014, Sims et al., 2014). This means
that more poor quality variants will be included in raw datasets for bovine data. Excluding
poor quality sites, while maintaining enough sites to detect novel, low frequency variants,
creates a significant challenge in the next generation of bovine genomics. In human studies,
it has been shown that Phred scaled Genotype Quality scores are the best indicator of
quality, and scores over 30 give the greatest overall concordance with true calls (Crooks et
al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2014). In bovine, this would result in too few sites being maintained
for further analysis, due to lower average coverage. Other quality control metrics have been
shown to have small or no effect on concordance with true calls. This includes alternate
allele count and depth of sequence, although depth has been shown to have an effect if
Phred scaled quality score is not included (Crooks et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2012).
1.4.2 Sequence Quality for Imputation
One significant concern for genomic selection using the HD panel will be the
identification and the imputation of markers with very low minor allele frequency in the
population. As discussed previously, adequate sequence depth for identifying rare variants
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that may be linked to important traits is of utmost importance. Imputation of these SNPs is
also critical, and is a more difficult task than imputing SNPs with greater minor allele
frequency. Imputation across high density panels has been shown to be much less accurate
when trying to correctly predict loci with low minor allele frequencies (Li et al., 2011), and
is incrementally lower as MAF decreases. Li et al. (2011) also clearly showed a significant
effect of reference population size on the ability to impute these rare variants. This is
mainly because the rare variant itself must be present in the reference population if it is to
be correctly imputed in the imputation group. Howie et al. (2012) explored imputation
accuracy in humans from ~300,000 SNPs to full sequence. A similar trend was found,
where minor allele frequency and imputation accuracy were antagonistic. Howie et al.
(2012) also showed the importance of accurately reconstructing haplotypes in the reference
population before imputation to better detect rare variants. It was shown that in populations
with lower levels of LD, and greater diversity, there was more difficulty in correctly
phasing haplotypes and, therefore, a decrease in overall imputation accuracy, especially for
alleles with low MAF. It has also been shown that accuracy of imputation of rare variants
can be increased if populations are genotyped with a population specific low density panel
(Porcu et al., 2013). This is, however, not always realistic as the cost of designing new
panels for each breed or population used in livestock applications may outweigh the benefit
gained in accuracy, especially in small breeds where too few animals exist to see price
decreases from increased genotyping volume.
1.5 Population Structure and Genomics
1.5.1 Genomic Relationships
The ability to group animals together for analysis can add significant power for
QTL detection or significant accuracy for genomic predictions, but only in scenarios where
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a significant portion of the genome is shared between individuals (Hayes et al., 2009b).
Capturing the relationship between individuals of different breeds is difficult as there is
little or no overlap in the pedigree. Molecular methods can be used to determine the
relationship between animals thought to be unrelated by using a genomic based relationship
matrix (G), linking animals based on genotype similarity. This method has been shown to
work across breeds (Brown et al., 2015). Before the step of using genomic relationships, it
can be beneficial to group animals into sub-populations for analysis to reduce noise in
estimation models, as well as decrease computing time by reducing the number of
parameters to be estimated by reducing the number of animals included, as genomic
relationship level has been shown to affect the accuracy of genomic predictions (Habier et
al., 2007). Examining breed status using genomic information began by using
microsatellites to determine breed of origin as well as degree of sharing between breeds. It
was found for seven European cattle breeds that the proportion of genetic variation that
was breed specific was approximately 10% of the total (MacHugh et al., 1997). Also shown
was that breeds could easily be differentiated using only 10 microsatellites. Breed
differentiation has since been carried out using SNP panels as well (Gorbach et al., 2010).

1.5.2 Genotype Clustering
Determining groups of animals or groups of breeds that are more closely related is
important for expanding possible reference or study groups without increasing too much
the complexity of a population, potentially leading to high false discovery rates or poor
accuracy of genomic prediction, as is the case when using one breed as the sole training
population for another (Harris et al., 2009). Mixing groups together has been shown to be
more effective and, for some traits, can increase accuracy of genomic selection using more
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complex models that allow for variable sizes of QTL effects (Hayes et al., 2009a). This is
especially important for smaller breeds, with too few genotyped animals to carry out
GWAS or genomic selection solely within breed. Clustering methods can help determine
how best to group these individuals for genomic analyses. Using a simple clustering
methodology based on Euclidean distance, it has been shown that accuracy of genomic
selection can be improved when compared to within breed evaluation, as well as when
compared to accuracy realized when all available animals are included as reference
(Ventura et al., 2016). Euclidean distance is a simple metric calculated based on similarity
of 2 vectors at each position and have been used to cluster many different types of data,
including genes (Ross-MacDonald et al., 1999), haplotypes (Excoffier et al., 1992), and
gene expression (Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003). More complex clustering algorithms are
now available and can easily be applied to livestock genome data (Alexander and Lange,
2011; Purcell et al., 2007). The value of these algorithms to find groups with the most
shared genotypes or haplotypes could potentially allow for faster, more accurate
imputation, GWAS, and genomic selection.
Breeding based on full sequence data could be extremely valuable for some breeds,
both in beef and dairy, with inadequate reference size to implement accurate genomic
selection. Selecting directly on causal SNPs could lead to consistency across breeds and
remove any discrepancies between breed where linkage phase between genotyped markers
and causative QTL is not consistent across breeds (Goddard et al., 2015). Using multiple
breeds is advantageous to capture as many causative mutations as possible that are
segregating in at least 1 breed (Hayes et al., 2012). Larmer et al. (2014) found that the
extent of linkage disequilibrium was very high (r2>0.95) between Ayrshires and Holsteins
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using the 777k SNP panel, however, further studies (Pryce et al., 2011) found that accurate
across breed selection could still not be carried out between these breeds. These results can
be explained in a number of ways. There is a possibility that QTL are not having consistent
effects across breeds and, as such selecting for markers linked with a QTL in one breed
may have a zero, or even possibly a negative effect in another breed. QTLs can only be
detected and exploited across breeds if both the marker and QTL are either segregating in
both breeds or not segregating in either. If the marker is segregating in both breeds, and the
QTL is only segregating in one breed, this could lead to a decrease in accuracy of selection.
Another possibility is that when using high density genotypes, the methods used will cause
the effects of genes to be distributed across many SNPs. Accuracy when selecting across
breeds does not increase due to an increase in noise introduced in the model, cancelling out
any positive effect from an increased reference size. This was indirectly shown by Erbe et
al. (2012), using a model that allowed for SNP effects to be set to 0 and using a subset of
~50,000 SNP that were different than those on the 50k panel. The highest accuracies were
achieved for across-breed genomic predictions. Once causative mutations are found by
sequencing, most SNP effects can be set to 0 and accurate across-breed predictions may be
possible.
Sequence data may also give some insight into SNPs segregating in minor breeds
that are fixed in major production breeds. This may be of some use to introduce genes for
novel traits or traits that have undergone negative selection over time. Kawahara-Miki et
al. (2011) sequenced a Japanese island cattle breed that has been isolated for some time
and has not undergone rigorous selection. They found 5.5 million new SNP segregating in
this breed. Many of these SNP may be linked or may be causal to many functional traits,
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as this particular breed has far fewer problems with health and fertility than more heavily
selected breeds of cattle. Sequencing of the genome may also lead to finding more
causative mutations associated to diseases such as that found to cause Brachyspina in
Canadian cattle (Agerholm et al., 2010) or more recently cholesterol deficiency (Cole et
al., 2015). Finding more loci that affect disease traits, particularly those that are recessive
by nature could allow us to avoid using sires that are carriers for such alleles in the future
and effectively fix these alleles in the population.
1.6 Genomic Selection with Next Generation Sequencing Data
Handling sequence data while balancing computing time and accuracy of
predictions will be one of the biggest challenges facing animal breeders in the immediate
future. There have been a number of studies testing current methods for making genomic
prediction on both real and simulated full sequence data. Ober et al. (2012) used both
BayesB and GBLUP to genomically predict phenotypic values for starvation stress
resistance and startle response in Drosophila melanogaster. It was found in these
populations that there was no significant difference in prediction accuracy between the two
methods. There was a significant computing advantage to GBLUP over BayesB, however.
Restriction of SNP to those of the greatest effect did not improve accuracy of predictions
by eliminating redundant information. Resticting SNPs did not affect overall accuracy of
selection in Drosophila melanogaster, which has an effective population size of
approximately 7,500 (Campos et al., 2012). Selection of SNPs will, therefore, make for a
more efficient use of sequence data. It should also be noted that the animals in this
population had genomic relationships at or approaching zero in all cases. There have yet to
be sufficient cattle genomes sequenced to perform accurate genomic selection. There have,
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however, been advancements in the simulation of full sequence data to mimic populations
of sequenced cattle, along with other species. The AlphaDrop method, created by Hickey
(2012b), is an effective method for simulating realistic sequence data for large numbers of
animals to use for genomic selection and genome-wide association studies. Using
simulated data, with population structure mimicking that of cattle, Meuwissen and Goddard
(2010) evaluated BayesB and GBLUP in a number of scenarios for number and size of
QTL, as well as accuracy of detecting QTL. It was found that a higher QTL density lead to
a decline in overall accuracy of prediction in both models, being more pronounced in
BayesB (Iheshiulor et al., 2016). With less QTL, BayesB significantly outperformed
GBLUP. When BayesB was being used and QTL were accurately identified, a 2-6%
increase in overall accuracy of prediction was observed. The extent of dominance variance
was also explored, and as expected in both of the models, when dominance variance
increased, overall prediction accuracy decreased. It was also shown that by using sequence
data, accuracy of predictions did not decrease over generations due to breakdown of LD
over time. Models that have the capacity to include dominance, genomic inbreeding,
heterosis, and interaction effects are becoming more possible and whole genome sequence
data will help us to better understand how to implement these methods (VanRaden, 2016).
Evaluating these methods, however, can be very difficult, especially for novel traits, or
traits of low heritability. For these traits, the current methods to predict accuracy of
genomic selection have been shown to over-estimate or under-estimate accuracies by up to
20% (Chesnais et al., 2016).
New methods are constantly being developed and evolved from other statistical
fields in an effort to more accurately utilize full sequence information for livestock
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breeding. The Bayesian alphabet has been continually extended to make these models more
effective and more efficient (Habier et al., 2011). The methods developed by Habier et al.
(2011), that does not assume a prior knowledge of the non-zero SNP effects was able to
halve computing time when compared to BayesA while maintaining the same level of
accuracy. A gradient boosting algorithm was developed by Gonzalez-Recio et al. (2013)
in an effort to increase accuracy and decrease computing time by implementing a
computer-learning algorithm that applies simple models iteratively on the residuals of
previous models, fitting one SNP at a time. This model was, however, not significantly
more accurate than GBLUP when applied to HD data, and was still less efficient in terms
of computing time. Computational geneticists will continue to evolve methods and develop
more efficient methods that can obtain higher accuracy. A new method has evolved
recently to be used in animal breeding. This method, utilizes haplotype across sliding
windows to make genomic predictions. Haplotypes are reconstructed for overlapped
sliding windows, and the effects of each of these windows are used for genomic prediction.
This method was shown to outperform GBLUP as well as Bayesian methods in real and
simulated data (Sun et al., 2015). This method is particularly effective in species with
higher levels of LD, as less bins need to be estimated and computation becomes more
efficient. As computational power also evolves, there will be a greater availability of more
complex methods that can obtain higher accuracy but are not feasible for routine genomic
evaluations presently. With current computing power, it has been shown, however, that
causative mutations can be discovered in sequence data, and added into routine genomic
evaluations to increase the accuracy of genomic prediction (Brøndum et al., 2015).
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New methods to attempt to capture within gene interaction effects as well as rare
alleles between markers have also emerged (Da, 2015). These haplotype based models fit
multiple alleles together as a haplotype, allowing for the estimation of functional units
rather than individual loci, and may capture some variation that is missed using single SNP
based genomic selection. Haplotypes have been used to identify novel regions in GWAS
like association studies, meaning they have the power to identify variation that SNP models
are unable to (Sørenson et al., 2015). Cuyabano et al., (2014) showed an increase in
genomic prediction accuracy of up to 1.5% for difficult to predict traits in dairy cattle
relative to an individual SNP approach. The drawback to using haplotype models for
routine evaluation is the number of parameters that need to be investigated grows
significantly, so the computational requirements as well as the number of animals needed
also increase (Young et al., 2013). When haplotypes have been pre-selected to try to avoid
this computational burden, there has been little to no improvement over SNP based
methods (Knürr et al., 2014).

1.7 Detecting Causative Mutation using Sequences
The identification of causative regions of the genome has been of great interest in
bovine genetics. Determining the causative alleles for Mendelian disorders has been of
primary interest in many cases. The first tool used to identify causative regions in a large
number of animals has been fine mapping using microsatellites or SNP panels. Schnabel
et al. (2005) were the first to fine map genomic regions for milk production traits in dairy
cattle. A previously identified region on BTA 6 linked to milk production was further
explored using genotyped bulls. Microsatellites were able to identify a 12.3-kb region that
could then be sequenced to determine the causative part of the gene, in this case, an indel
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significant for milk yield, fat percentage and protein percentage. Lower density scans are
effective at identifying regions of the genome that can then be further explored using full
sequences to identify the most likely causative QTLs. This was seen by Nalaila et al. (2011)
where fine mapping using dense SNP panels was able to identify 30 QTL for beef carcass
traits to within 0.6-11 cM regions, and by Abo-Ismail et al. (2013) where 50k SNP panels
were used to identify gene regions that have a significant effect on residual feed intake.
These regions can then be used to identify potential homologs in other species or novel
underlying genes having the biological effect that is causing a significant change in
phenotype. Fine mapping methods can also use haplotype windows in order to more
precisely identify regions harbouring causative mutations. Druet and Georges (2010)
utilized a hidden markov model combining family and population information and showed
QTL positions could more accurately be identified using haplotype clusters rather than
individual SNPs.
With the current HD bovine SNP arrays, gaps between SNPs have decreased to an
average size of ~7,500 BP (Rincon et al., 2011). For any analysis within these gaps, more
dense panels need to be developed, or full genomic sequences need to be used. As the
majority of the genetic variation in quantitative traits can be explained by genic regions
(Yang et al. 2011), the next logical step in identifying causal mutations is to sequence the
exome of regions identified to be causative for traits of economic significance. Sequencing
only the exome of specific regions is a lower cost method than full genome sequencing,
however it only gives insight into the area in question, as identified by whatever lower
density platform was used to narrow the genome search. In cattle this has been performed
to identify the true causal variant for a number of Mendelian disorders (Hirano et al., 2013,
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McClure et al., 2014). This can be extended to traits with more complex genetic
architectures, by exploring regions shown to explain a large proportion of variation.
Full sequences can be used both to identify regions of interest for economic traits
of interest, and subsequently to validate individual mutations that could be causative. This
has been carried out in inbred lines of rice to identify genomic regions with large effects
on yield traits, and to subsequently determine the precise map location of the causative
mutations (Yu et al., 2011).
1.8 Genotyping-by-Sequencing
NGS data can be used in a cost-effective and efficient manner that allows for
simultaneous genotyping in multiple animals by using a novel method termed genotypingby-sequencing (GBS) (Elshire et al., 2011). This method uses multiplex sequencing
allowing for many individuals to be sequenced at once, and having the possibility to reduce
cost of sequencing per animal as low as $10 (Poland et al., 2012). This reduction in cost
could make broad scale genotyping a greater possibility in species where animals
themselves are worth less than in dairy cattle, such as beef (Berry et al., 2016). Genotypingby-sequencing methods can specifically target certain regions of the genome, and these
regions can be readily changed depending on the desired outcome of the study or
application (Pérez-Enciso et al., 2010). Targeting of specific regions can also allow for the
utilization of markers that are specific to a particular family or line, rather than only those
markers that are segregating well across the entire population (De Donato et al., 2013).
GBS has shown to be very useful for genomic selection in species with little
heterozygosity, such as breeding lines of wheat (Poland et al., 2012) and inbred lines of
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maize (Crossa et al., 2013), but still has limitations for species with a significant degree of
heterozygosity.
The use of GBS in cattle is still new, and provides significant challenges. For GBS
to be cost-effective, a very low genome-wide read depth needs to be used (~1x). With a
read depth this small, the proportion of correctly called SNPs can be much lower than
genotypes acquired from a SNP panel (Sampson et al., 2011). The number of reads, as well
as the quality of the genotype calls also varies greatly across an individuals’ genome,
greatly complicating the use of GBS data for genomic selection. Relationships between
individuals have been shown to be estimated well from GBS data, and so genomic selection
is possible (Dodds et al., 2015). To perform genomic selection using current methods, all
animals in the population must have the same set of SNPs from which to predict effects
and estimate genomic breeding values. To use GBS in this same way, imputation and errorcorrection methods need to be employed to create a consensus set of SNP calls for all
markers for each animal (Pasaniuc et al., 2012; Li et al., 2011b). If sufficient methods can
be created to ensure the quality of sequence calls at a read depth of ~1X is high, Gorjanc
et al., (2015) showed by simulation that genomic selection can be carried out with accuracy
similar to that currently observed in large Holstein populations using moderately dense
(50k) SNP arrays.
Imputation algorithms that are currently used in livestock populations rely on
consistent LD and HD panels across all animals. With sequence data, there may be a variety
of low density “panels” created from each animal being sequenced at a different subset of
loci. Novel methods for imputation started to be developed to handle the imputation of
many different low density arrays and sequence genotypes to one consistent high density
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array for selection (e.g. findhap v4; VanRaden et al. 2015). There is also a significant
variation in sequence call quality when read depth is low (Pasaniuc et al., 2012). This is
especially troublesome for heterozygous calls, which are more difficult to call correctly at
lower depth of sequence coverage. Methods to determine the true quality of low read-depth
calls and detect heterozygous sites will be needed for effective GBS to take place,
especially if the future of genomic selection of livestock includes the estimation of
dominance components (Aliloo et al., 2016).
1.9 Genetics of Complex Disease
1.9.1 Whole Genome Sequence and Disease
The genetics of complex diseases have been an extremely important topic in both
human and livestock genetics in the recent past, but with the advent of whole genome
sequencing, we are gaining a much better understanding of the underlying biology of these
diseases (Puente et al., 2011; Bras et al., 2012; Köser et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2012). Full
sequence GWAS does provide some challenges for identifying causal variants, however,
due to the massive number of parameters that need to be estimated in relatively small
sample, and the high degree of false positives due to chance. The best way to solve this
problem is by expanding the population of individuals with available sequences to reduce
the over parameterization of models and increase the power to detect true causal variants.
Accuracy of imputation to sequence is not as highly accurate as panel genotype imputation,
especially for low minor allele frequency sites (Van Binsbergen et al., 2014a). Zaitlen et
al., (2010) created a novel algorithm that accounts for imputation accuracy and
appropriately weights the results of GWAS to account for the loss of variability that occurs
from inaccurate imputation of rare variants. This method showed an improvement over
simply removing sites that were poorly imputed. NGS data has successfully been used to
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identify causal variants in human disease data in a large number of cases (Tsuji et al., 2010;
Kumar et al., 2012; Rivas et al., 2011; Krebs and Paisan-Ruiz, 2012). This includes
diseases related to musculature, affecting movement, similar to spastic syndrome in cattle,
as will be discussed later in this review. NGS has shown the ability to find a number of
novel variants for these disorders in humans, and have shown that when used alongside
SNP panel data, a large proportion of the genetic variance of these traits can be explained
(Krebs and Paisan-Ruiz, 2012).
The use of NGS data to find causative mutations in bovine data is still in its infancy.
Leading up to the use of NGS data, methods were developed to utilize the high density
bovine SNP panels to try to more accurately map causative mutations on the bovine
genome. Neibergs et al., (2010) created a novel method using the most associated SNPs in
known biochemical pathways to assess if that pathway was significantly associated with
Johne’s disease in cattle. It was posited that this method would work better using NGS
data. Another method to better identify causative variants in bovine disease data was
presented by Finlay et al. (2012), where EBVs were estimated for sires using binary disease
data on a number of offspring to increase the power to detect causal variants by creating a
continuous variable from a discrete binary disease trait phenotype. There have recently
been a few examples of using NGS data in cattle to help elucidate the biological
backgrounds of some traits of economic significance. The first of these studies have been
based on production traits with relatively well known genetic architectures to validate
previous findings and confirm the use of NGS data has broad application in bovine data.
These studies have shown that previously identified regions of significance for milk fat as
well as other production traits can be found, as well as a number of novel loci with
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previously unidentified effects (Sahana et al., 2014; Bouwman et al., 2014). These studies
are encouraging for the use of NGS data to identify the causative loci for more complex
phenotypes. Sequences have also been effective in validating signals thought to be
causative using lower density genotype data, ensuring that selection on certain regions is
targeting the correct QTL site (Pausch et al., 2015).
1.9.2 Spastic Syndrome
Understanding the underlying biological mechanisms of complex disorders that
have been shown to be inherited will be an important task for NGS data in cattle. Muscular
disorders in cattle have a significant impact as cattle with reduced mobility, reduced feed
intake, and reduced reproductive ability (due to not being able to show strong signs of
estrus) are more likely to be culled (Diskin et al., 2000). Understanding and helping to
prevent disorders of this nature is also imperative to animal welfare. Spasticity in cattle has
been broken down into 2 main categories, spastic paresis, occurring early in life, and more
easily diagnosed, and spastic syndrome, a condition that does not show symptoms until
later in life, and has a significant prevalence in older bulls, with prevalence between 10 and
30% in proven bulls (Tenszen et al., 1998). Spastic Paresis has been posited as being
inherited in both an autosomal dominant (Schwarzenbacher and Pausch, 2014) and
autosomal recessive manner (De Vlamynck et al., 2014). It is clear, however, that a
significant genetic background exists for this trait. Park et al., (1993) showed that there are
genes associated with paresis that exist in the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC)
in cattle, an area of the genome primarily responsible for immune response. This could
mean that resistance to this syndrome could be strongly linked to the immune
responsiveness of cattle, in one manner or another. Park et al., (1993) hypothesized that
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selection directly against the paresis antigen produced in the MHC could have a negative
response on resistance to other pathogens. This emphasizes the need to monitor correlations
and covariances with other traits before making strong selection decisions against any loci
of interest. Bovine spastic paresis has a similar mechanism to bovine spastic syndrome,
and the genes involved in the development of these disorders could have some overlap.
Van Doormal (2013) reviewed the current situation of crampiness a trait that is a strong
indicator of spastic syndrome in Canadian dairy cattle, and showed that the number of
animals classified as crampy has increased recently, although the total proportion in the
population that are affected is still quite low. He showed that there is a significant threat of
this syndrome continuing to grow, however, if there is not preventative action taken. It has
also been shown that cattle show more signs of crampiness if they are confined to a smaller
area, and so there may be a significant G X E effect involved in the rate of development of
spastic syndrome in cattle who are genetically predisposed to the disease (Camara et al.,
2012).
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Chapter 2: Experimental rationale, hypotheses and objectives

2.1 Rationale
The advent of next generation sequencing technology has created a preponderance
of genomic data than previously thought possible to be utilized for research and industrywide application. Due to lower average data quality when compared to panel genotypes,
care needs to be taken when using NGS data. Poor quality calls can contribute to errors of
association, poorer genomic selection accuracy and an inability to discriminate causal
variants within a population (Johnson and Slatkin, 2007). Sequence data, on average, has
a much lower minor allele frequency, leading to the greatest potential gains, as well as the
largest overall challenges in this next era of livestock genomic research. Very low
frequency variants are more likely to be errors, especially when overall sequence quality is
low, but also have the potential to capture variance previously unexplored, which could
contribute to the “missing heritability” reported in previous genomic studies (Gibson,
2012). The quality control of sequence reads from next generation sequencing in cattle
needs to be carefully explored. Much work has been based on human trials, where the de
facto standard is greater than 30X coverage (Sims et al., 2014). The initial sequencing in
cattle has averaged 12X coverage, and so the quality of sequences available are much
lower, leading to false positives as well as many variants being missed due to strand bias
(Guo et al., 2012).
Although the cost of sequencing technology has dropped significantly in recent
years, the cost to sequence populations large enough for high powered association analyses
and genomic selection studies is still constraining. Imputation has been shown to be
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effective to increase population size in studies using high density genotypes (Sargolzaei et
al., 2014), and has great potential for sequence technology as well. Imputation to sequence
provides a unique set of problems, however, due to SNP panel genotypes and sequence
genotypes having a significant allele frequency discrepancy, linkage disequilibrium
between sequence and genotype calls is by definition imperfect. LD is the most important
factor in accurate imputation and so a unique challenge is presented to accurately impute
sequence calls. Longer haplotypes will be needed to accurately impute sequence variants
with low frequency. At present in cattle, there is also a significant challenge for within
breed imputation, as there are few breeds with more than 100 animals currently sequenced
(Daetwyler et al., 2014). This means multi-breed imputation to sequence needs to be
explored as a potential to grow the number of individual high quality sequences. For multibreed imputation to be possible, the consistency of linkage disequilibrium across breeds on
the imputation panel needs to be sufficiently high that shared haplotypes can be found in
multiple breeds (Larmer et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). In general, very little has been
published on determining the effect of population structure on imputation accuracy to
sequence genotypes.
Imputation that works for most animals can still provide concerns, as some animals,
that are less related to the reference population, may be very poorly imputed, and contribute
negatively to genome wide association or genomic selection methods (Marchini and
Howie, 2010). Animals that share few haplotypes with the reference population are largely
imputed based on allele frequencies in the reference population, which may not be
reflective of that individuals’ true allele status. These outlier individuals should be removed
from further analysis, as inaccurate imputation will create noise in genome-wide
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association analyses as well as genomic selection models. Unfortunately, there is currently
no good way to predict which animals fall into this category, so no such quality control
step is implemented.
Utilizing sequence data to aid genomic selection methodologies has scratched the
surface of the potential for sequence data, but there is a vast amount left to uncover using
the wealth of genomic data now available. Poorly understood traits, like spastic syndrome
in cattle, can be better understood if we can better uncover the genetic mechanisms behind
them. Late onset disorders, such as spasticity, may have very complex genetic architecture,
involving mutations in all regions of the genome, which previously were very difficult to
discover (Shulman et al., 2011). Identifying new regions associated with difficult to
understand phenotypes can help to more accurately select individuals on a broader range
of traits to produce more profitable, healthier cattle generation after generation.
2.2 Hypotheses
1) Sequence quality can be improved by removing markers with low depth and quality
scores and using population linkage disequilibrium to fill in missing sites.
2) Imputation to whole genome sequence will be aided by using a carefully selected
multi-breed reference population.
3) Imputation accuracy can be predicted using only low density marker panels by
exploiting the genomic relationship that exists between animals in reference and
imputation populations.
4) a) Uncovered variation exists in sequence data that will help us to better understand
the genetic mechanism behind spastic syndrome.
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b) We can exploit this variation to improve the accuracy of genomic selection for
spasticity in Holstein cattle.
2.3 Objectives
1) Create a simple, effective pipeline for post-alignment quality control of next
generation bovine sequencing data based on per SNP quality and depth that improves the
accuracy of imputation from low density to sequence across all individuals.
2) Explore and identify the best way to group animals in the reference population to
maximize accuracy of imputation from BovineSNP50 BeadChip to whole genome
sequence data in cattle.
3) Create a model based on genomic relationships between reference and imputation
populations to predict well the accuracy of imputation from 50k to 777k and then to next
generation sequence data in cattle.
4) Identify new variants for spasticity in cattle using imputed sequence data in Holstein
cattle by carrying out genome-wide association analysis.
5) Utilize the variants found in Objective 4 to increase the accuracy of genomic selection
for spastic syndrome in Holstein cattle.
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Chapter 3: Post-Alignment sequence quality control to optimize imputation
accuracy to next generation sequence data in cattle.
3.1 Abstract
Background
Imputation to full genome sequence is critical for cost-effective study design to find
causal mutations for economically important bovine traits. Imputation to sequence is
limited by the quality of sequences and the minor allele frequencies of variants.
Determining the best possible quality control pipeline for sequence data will ensure the
most accurate sequence genotype calls possible, will increase accuracy of imputation.
Subsequently power of genome-wide association studies using next generation sequence
data will be improved. In this study we explored a novel pipeline to filter individual
sequence calls and to accurately impute the more likely calls at each locus for each
individual in sequenced beef and dairy cattle with over 30 million sequenced variants,.
Results
We found that Genotype Quality (GQ) was the most important criteria to exclude
calls, and that a pipeline to filter out calls below a certain GQ threshold and impute those
calls more accurately was an effective strategy to maximize imputation accuracy. Depth of
sequencing was also important for imputation accuracy; however, many of the sites
removed by the depth filtering criteria were also captured by GQ. As quality control filters
became stricter, a more lenient criterion to retain sites was found to be beneficial for overall
imputation accuracy.
Conclusions
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Our findings show that quality control optimization plays a major role in the
accuracy with which sequence calls can be imputed from less dense SNP panels and an
effective per call filtering pipeline was proposed.
3.2 Introduction
Complete bovine genome sequencing is relatively new to bovine genomics and has
the potential to significantly increase the rate of detection of causal variants for dairy and
beef breeding programs. Since the concept of “cattle-izing” the human genome was first
proposed by Gibbs and Weinstock (2002), significant advancements have led to the full
sequence of Bos taurus being assembled (Bovine HapMap Consortium, 2009) and
subsequently a push to sequence more and more animals to increase the potential power
for association studies to detect causal variants. For accurate detection of these causal
variants in a population, highly accurate sequences will be needed on large groups of
animals, larger than is feasible by sequence alone at the current cost of sequencing.
Although sequencing is becoming more cost-effective, accurate methods to utilize the
thousands of animals already genotyped on lower density genotype SNP panels by
imputation have been created, and continue to be improved upon (Li et al., 2009b; Howie
et al., 2011).
There has been little work done in bovine to use full sequences in association
studies on real data, as populations of sequenced animals are still too small to draw
powerful conclusions about causative SNPs. In a simulation study, Druet et al., (2013)
showed that the effect of using sequence data compared to 777k SNP panel data depended
heavily on the minor allele frequency of variants affecting the trait in question. Proof of
concept of detecting causal variants was shown by Daetwyler et al. (2014) by using
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imputed sequences to detect the causal mutation for milk fat percentage in the DGAT gene
on bta 14.
SNPs with low minor allele frequencies are not included on SNP panels, and are
not generally in high association with those markers present on the panels. For this reason,
little increase in accuracy was observed when moving from 50k SNP panels to 777k (Erbe
et al., 2012). Rare variants (e.g., Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) <0.05) are likely to be
relatively new mutations in a population, or mutations that have not been selected because
they do not individually explain a high proportion of genetic variance of a trait. Full
sequences provide the opportunity to quantify the effects of these new, or previously
unselected for variants.
Quality control measures on full sequence data are very important as more errors
occur during commercial, high throughput sequencing than when using genotyping with a
SNP panel. This can be attributed to poor alignment of reads or to problems with base
calling quality, especially in cases where read depth is low (Liu et al., 2012). It has also
been shown that different variant calling pipelines have a high discordance with one
another (O’Rawe et al., 2013), and post-alignment quality control could help to remove
some sites that are differentially aligned. This problem is enhanced in livestock studies,
where lower depths of sequencing are more common than in human studies. For this
reason, more care needs to be taken in selecting the most appropriate quality control
measures after alignment. To ensure rare variants are still present on the sequences being
used for association analyses, quality control measures must be optimized between
providing accurate sequence genotypes for association analysis, while not filtering out too
many sites that could potentially be causative.
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There are a number of metrics that can be used to determine the quality of reads
after alignment has taken place. These include Genotype Quality (GQ), depth of sequence
at a given site, strand bias, LD with nearby SNPs and violation of Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (Crooks et al., 2012). Phred scores are the most common measure of GQ, given
on a logarithmic scale, where a score of 20 signifies a 1 in 100 chance that a base is called
incorrectly, and a score of 30 signifies a 1 in 1000 chance of calling error (Ewing and
Green, 1998). GQ has been shown to be the best discriminator of concordance with SNP
panel genotypes using human data (Crooks et al., 2012). Strand bias gives an indication of
whether the forward or reverse strands were read at a disproportionate rate at a certain site
for a certain individual. It was shown that strand bias had little effect on concordance with
chip genotypes using human data (Guo et al., 2012). Discordance from Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium is an important quality control measure to consider in populations that have
not been selected over time, however, in livestock data it may be indicative of SNPs that
have undergone selection. These SNPs are likely to be causative for traits of economic
significance, and as such, should not be removed from further analyses.
Quality controls for association analysis studies have focussed on per individual or
per SNP quality control measures. The goals of this study were to determine the value of
quality control measures on a per SNP and per individual basis, where “filtered” SNPs
were set as missing within an individual, and then imputed using all other individuals in
the sequenced population who did not have a SNP filtered at that site. We explored filtering
based on various GQ and depth quality control thresholds within individuals and the impact
it had on accuracy of imputation from SNP panel genotypes compared to using “raw”
genotypes that had only undergone alignment and basic per site quality control measures.
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3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Data
Full genome sequences from 1,145 bulls from 27 breeds of dairy and beef cattle
were used from the 1,000 Bull Genomes Project (Run 4.0). Bulls were sequenced at an
average depth of 11X (36.9 Million variants). To analyze the breed composition of this
population, Euclidean distances for each pair of animals were calculated. Figure 3.1 shows
the heatmap of relationships between all animals in the population based on Euclidean
distance. A subset of these animals was looked at for further analysis, consisting of 30
Simmental, 28 Limousin, and 30 crossbred animals from the University of Guelph’s Beef
Herd. The crossbred animals were from a breeding program that incorporates Black Angus,
Red Angus, Hereford, Simmental, Limousin, Hereford, Blond D’Aquitaine, Piedmontese
and Gelbvieh breeds. These animals were chosen to be looked at further as they were
sequenced as part of the Canadian Cattle Genomes Project and per genotype depth statistics
were available, which were not available for non-Canadian animals sequenced in the 1,000
Bull Genomes Project. Sequences for these 88 animals were created using the 1,000 Bull
Genomes Run 3 sequencing and alignment pipeline to remove sites not in the reference
genome, variants with 2 or more alternate alleles, overall site Phred score quality less than
20, and mapping quality less than 30. Mapping quality is a negative log transformation of
the probability of the mapping position being wrong, in which case a higher score indicates
a lower probability of an incorrect mapping position (Li et al., 2008). Run 3 sequences
contain less variants, as only variants present in these 2 pure breeds (Simmental and
Limousin) as well as the Guelph composite breed are included after merging the individual
breed data sets.
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3.3.2 Per site quality control
Quality control measures were taken to ensure only high quality sites were included
in further analysis. All quality control measures were carried out using VCFtools v0.1.11
(Danecek et al., 2011). Firstly, SNPs present in less than four individuals were removed
from analysis as they have been shown to decrease accuracy of imputation for rare variants,
as they are not in LD with higher minor allele frequency variants on SNP marker panels
when many animals have been sequenced (Dr. Ben Hayes, La Trobe University, Personal
Communication). Imputation algorithms used in this study do not presently have a
mechanism to properly handle multi-allelic sites, so indels were removed. Redundant SNPs
were removed by calculating the extent of linkage disequilibrium for all SNP pairs within
a 50 bp window. If SNPs were in perfect LD and were within 50 bp, they were thought to
be redundant, and 1 of the sites was removed from further analysis. To remove sites as
effectively as possible, the list of SNPs in perfect LD were cross-referenced with the 777k
panel SNPs, and if a pair contained a SNP on the LD panel, the other SNP was chosen to
be removed. SNPs removed with this filter could be causative, instead of the SNPs that
were kept, and a list of these SNPs was kept to ensure further association analyses using
these data could take this into account. Finally, any two sites that had the same position
were removed before imputation.
3.3.3 Per genotype quality control
Per genotype quality control was then performed by VCFtools v0.1.11. A range of
filters was used to determine the optimal filters before imputation to maximize the quality
of sequence while maintaining the largest quantity of SNPs possible. In the 1,000 Bull
Genomes data, GQ, measured by Phred score was the only quality control measure that
was investigated on a per genotype basis. Thresholds of 10, 20, and 26 were tested. These
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thresholds were chosen to capture a broad range, without excluding too many sites. Most
studies have used a quality threshold of 20 (Nielsen et al., 2011, Daetwyler et al., 2014),
but some have chosen more strict thresholds to ensure only high quality sites remained
(Uitdewilligen et al., 2013). A strict threshold of 30 was first tested using the 1,000 bulls
data, but it was found that too few sites remained after filtering, so a less strict threshold of
26 was chosen based on DePristo et al. (2011) where the Empirical Quality of calls was
shown to be no greater as the reported GQ score increased past 26 using the Illumina/HiSeq 2000 platform. Ten was chosen as a less strict threshold corresponding to 10% error
in base calls to determine the effect of a less strict threshold on each genotype, allowing
more SNPs to be preserved in the data set. This strategy could be more useful when
additional quality control measures are applied concurrently. Genotypes that did not pass
quality control were set to missing. In the Canadian Cattle Genomes Project data, filters
were applied to both GQ as well as per genotype depth. Depth of 3X, 4X, and 5X were
used, corresponding to a 25%, 12.5% and 6.25% chance of a heterozygote being read as a
homozygote, respectively, assuming that no strand bias is present. All intersections of
depth and genotype quality were tested as well to determine the ideal quality control
parameters and to determine if an interaction between quality control measures existed. All
scenarios were also tested with various thresholds of numbers of missing calls allowed at
each site before the site was removed from the data set. For the Run 4 data, thresholds were
chosen corresponding to a 90 and 95% chance (henceforth labelled as lenient and strict)
that a rare allele will still be present in the reference population for imputation from a SNP
panel to sequence genotypes, given that 4 individuals in the entire population (N=1,145)
had the rare allele before any other quality control filters were placed on the data. This
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filter also ensures that sites do not become fixed before imputation, as fixed sites are
uninformative for haplotype reconstruction and imputation. For the smaller Canadian data
set, there were not enough sequenced individuals to use thresholds that allowed for as strict
insurance that a rare allele would still be present in the population. Filters were chosen to
ensure that breed specific variants remained in the population. This resulted in filtering
across the population so that at least 8, 13, and 18 animals had calls above the prior
thresholds.
3.3.4 Imputation to fill in sporadic missing calls
Missing calls were filled in using FImpute v2.2 imputation software (Sargolzaei et
al., 2014). In this scenario, haplotypes are re-constructed using all individuals in the
population as described by Sargolzaei et al. (2014). All breeds were considered together
for this step, as multi-breed imputation has been shown to be more beneficial when the
lower density panel for imputation is sufficiently dense (Larmer et al., 2014). In this case,
the low density panel is the full sequence with only a few sites set to missing, and therefore
haplotypes will be well conserved across breeds, and multi-breed imputation will be the
most accurate. Once haplotypes have been reconstructed, missing calls can be filled in by
using the longest range haplotypes in common that do not contain a missing call at the site
to be imputed. This allows all animals to be considered a part of the reference population
for every other individual, thereby maximizing the accuracy of imputation of missing sites.
This process is carried out until no missing calls remain in the sequence.
3.3.5 Imputation from 777k to Sequence
The quality of the sequence after control measures was tested by using quality
controlled sequences as the reference population for imputation from 777k and calculating
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imputation accuracy using the 1,000 bull genomes project calls as the reference sequence
calls. A higher quality sequence will allow for more accurate haplotype reconstruction and
subsequently more accurate imputation due to more shared haplotypes being detected. A
cross-validation was carried out to assess imputation accuracy. Reference and imputation
groups were created at random by splitting each of the 2 scenarios (1,000 bull genomes
project sequences and Canadian sequences only) into 5 subgroups. These 5 subgroups were
divided randomly, within breed, and then breed subgroups were combined together at
random to make the 5 groups for imputation. Imputation was carried out for each group by
masking the sequence calls for that group so only the sites concordant with the Illumina
777k Bovine HD beadchip remained. The other 4 groups were then used as the reference
population for imputation of each alternate group. This was carried out for all 5 of the
groups so each animal in each group was imputed from their mock HD genotype to full
sequence genotype, excluding indels. The number of SNPs used for imputation to full
sequence, as well as the size of the full sequence varied based on scenario, as stricter quality
control measures removed more sites from the sequence, and subsequently, from the mock
HD panel as well (Run 4 average number of SNPs=18,741,120).
3.3.6 Accuracy of Imputation
Accuracies of imputation were calculated using both genotype concordance rate
and allelic R2 measures on a per animal basis. The genotype concordance rate is calculated
by comparing the imputed sequence genotype to the true sequence for the same animal (in
the case the sequence calls from the 1,000 bulls pipeline as described by Daetwyler et al.
(2014)), where correct calls are scored 1, and incorrect calls scored 0, even if they are
partially correct (calling a heterozygote when the correct call is a homozygote or vice versa)
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and the concordance rate is the average of these scores across all sites for a specific animal.
Allelic R2 is calculated as the squared correlation of the imputed sequence genotype on the
true sequence. This method is more sensitive to low minor allele frequency, and so is a
better indication of the accuracy of imputation of rare variants. However, this method may
be biased in this analysis, as filtering criteria that remove more low frequency variants will
increase average minor allele frequency, and subsequently biasing R2 upwards.
3.3.7 Beta Regression Analysis
To determine significance for each filtering criteria as well as the possible
interaction effects for each pair of filtering criteria, a beta regression was carried out as
described in Ferrari and Cribari-Neto (2010). This method provides an unbiased way to
compare unadjusted continuous values between 0 and 1.
The beta regression model is based on n random variables yn, where each yt, t=1…n,
follow the density of the beta distribution with mean µt and precision parameter θ.

𝑓(𝑦; 𝜇; 𝜃) =

Γ(𝜃)
𝑦 𝜇𝜃−1 (1 − 𝑦)(1−𝜇)𝜃−1 , 0 < 𝑦 < 1
Γ(𝜇𝜃)Γ(1 − 𝜇)𝜃

The beta regression model then assumes that the mean of yt can be written as:
𝑘

𝑔(𝜇𝑡 ) = ∑ 𝑥𝑡𝑖 𝛽𝑖
𝑖=𝑖

Where βi through βt is a vector of unknown regression parameters and xi through xt are
observations of k covariates, in this case, the states of each depth, quality and missing-ness
level used as filters in the imputation process. g(.) is a link function that maps observations
on the covariates into the parameter space between 0 and 1. Several link functions (logit,
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probit, log-log) were tested to determine the best goodness-of-fit model (Canary et al.,
2015). The logit link function:
𝑒 𝑥𝑡 𝛽
𝜇𝑡 =
1 + 𝑒 𝑥𝑡 𝛽
was selected as it maximized the model pseudo-R2 value (the square of the sample
correlation coefficient). Each term was fit as a fixed effect, as well as each interaction
term. Three-way interaction terms were assumed to be non-significant and were not
included in the analysis. Estimation of βt is accomplished through a maximum likelihood
(ML) estimation, which is consistent and asymptotically efficient for β (Schmid et al.,
2013). Beta Regression was carried out using the betareg package in the R statistical
software suite (Cribari-Neto and Zeileis, 2010; R Core Team, 2013).
For each term in the model (depth, GQ, missing-ness and each two-way
interaction), one level of the regressors is randomly selected as the base for estimation of
all other levels. This means estimates are only derived for all but one of each model terms.
The levels of significance calculated measure whether each regression term is significantly
different from the term that is randomly chosen to be the base, and the model assumes an
effect of zero for that model term.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Quality Control Thresholds
SNPs were first removed from analysis based on consistent thresholds applied to
all data. Filters applied on all data included filtering sites for a mapping quality less than
30, ensuring alternate strand was called a sufficient number of times at a site, removing
indels, removing redundant sites, removing other sites that were not bi-allelic, and filtering
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sites with less than 4 minor alleles present in the population. Removing redundant sites
was an effective technique to limit the number of SNPs left for imputation and to speed up
the imputation procedure. This is a useful step, especially if the sequence is going to be
subsequently used for genomic selection methods or for broad GWAS to identify regions
of interest. If functional analysis is to be carried out to identify causal mutations using NGS
data (International Parkinson Disease Genomics Consortium., 2011, Goldstein et al.,
2013), sites that have been removed can be re-included in analysis, as a file of these
removed SNPs is reserved, and calls can be inferred by using the neighboring SNPs that
they were in perfect LD within the imputation reference population. Removing redundant
sites also removed any sites that had the same location, or were within 1 bp of another site
in the file created by VCFtools v0.1.11.
Percentages of sites removed for each quality control threshold are presented in
Table 3.1, and are based on Chromosome 19 in Run 4 data, which was chosen randomly,
and based on all chromosomes for Run 3 data. Minor allele frequency thresholds had a
major impact on the remaining number of alleles in the Run 4 data. This is because of the
large number of variants that are specific to a breed, with a small sequenced population
(Snelling et al., 2015). Sites with less than 4 minor allele calls have been shown to impute
very poorly, and need to be removed for this reason. There is also a broad range of sequence
coverage across the Run 4 data (6.8X-13.6X), and so many more sequencing errors may
exist on low depth of coverage individuals or populations. These may be detected by the
calling pipeline as sites with a very low minor allele frequency, when in reality, sequencing
errors have occurred in three or fewer individuals at the same site. The pre-processed Run
3 data had already been quality controlled for mapping quality, alternate allele count and
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indels, using the same threshold implemented for Run 4 data in this study. Although many
SNPs were removed for quality control purposes in the Run 4 data, there remain a sufficient
number of sites available for effective association analysis, while ensuring imputation can
be carried out effectively. Ensuring accurate imputation is extremely important in
sequencing study design, as powerful sequence GWAS and genomic prediction require a
large population (van Binsbergen et al., 2014b) which is more economically feasible using
imputation from lower density panels (Brøndum et al., 2014).
Genotype Quality has been shown to be the most consistently useful discriminator
of SNP call quality, and had the strongest relationship to SNP panel calls in human data
(Crooks et al., 2012) A minimum GQ score of 30 was shown by Crooks et al. (2012) to be
maximize the proportion of correct calls in human data, with average depth of 70X.
Removing all sites with an average GQ below a certain threshold may not, however, be the
best method for sequence quality control. With hundreds or even thousands of other
individuals sequenced at the same site, and adjacent sites, imputation can be used to greatly
improve the quality of sequence calls, without removing a huge number of sites.
Also explored in this study was the potential for this method to use depth, along
with or instead of genotype quality, as this novel filtering method may be more useful to
only remove sites that have been read by the sequencing platform too few times. Removing
sites that have been sequenced less than some threshold will help to remove some bias
towards homozygotic calls for sites that may have a higher minor allele frequency than
determined by unedited sequence calls. This process can also help to remove sites that may
have some small degree of strand bias, as the greater number of times an individual read is
called at a location, the greater chance that the secondary strand gets read at least once
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(Nielsen et al., 2011). The process described in this study looks at setting poor quality sites
to missing and subsequently using the rest of the sequenced population to impute the
missing calls. Certain sites needed to be set to zero because of too many individuals being
below the threshold, and this resulted in many loci being removed from analysis.
Numbers of SNPs remaining for imputation can be seen in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for
data from 1,147 animals of various breeds sequenced and aligned using the 1,000 bull
genomes Run 4 pipeline, and for 88 animals sequenced and aligned using the 1,000 bull
genomes Run 3 pipeline, respectively. Initially, a GQ filter of less than 30 was chosen for
the Run 4 data, but it was found that less than 10 million SNPs remained for analysis, and
so a less strict threshold was chosen to ensure a sufficient number of SNPs remained for
effective subsequent analyses. Phred scores are logarithmic, so using a liner scale for study
purposes does not make sense, as thresholds become very strict, and the % of calls greater
than each Phred score decrease rapidly as can be seen by the numbers of sites removed at
each threshold studied here. The more strict threshold (>26) also severely limited the
number of SNPs available for analysis. The strictness of the maximum missing threshold
played an even larger role as the GQ threshold increased. This is intuitive, as there are far
fewer individual calls with a GQ>26, as this would correspond to an error probability of
approximately 1 in 400.
For conserving SNPs, if a strict threshold is chosen for GQ, a higher missing
threshold should be selected, possibly even less strict than those chosen in this study, to
ensure there are a sufficient number of sites retained. Using Run 3 data, there were a
significantly smaller number of SNPs that passed quality control filters for GQ. Accuracy
of variant calling increases when more samples are included in the alignment step using
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either GATK or SAMtools (Pirooznia et al., 2014), which leads to a much lower mean GQ
score when the Run 3 data was used, and genotypes were aligned within breed, only using
28 or 30 animals for each alignment step. This led to the sharper decrease seen in available
SNPs after the same GQ thresholds were placed on the data.
Thresholds applied to the Run 3 data to examine the effects of filtering for depth of
reads caused a smaller number of SNPs to be removed relative to those placed on GQ. The
interaction between missing-ness and depth was also less significant for the number of sites
removed. Missing-ness still played an important role in how many sites were preserved
after quality control. When simultaneous filters were placed on depth and GQ, there was a
significant overlap between sites removed. For a GQ of 10 and a depth of 3, 61% of
discarded sites did not pass either quality control threshold (Data not shown). A low depth
of sequence is directly captured by the GQ score, along with other factors, so a high degree
of overlap between measures is expected. This does not, however, indicate that depth
should not be included as a secondary quality filter, as there are still many sites that have
a GQ greater than 10, or even 20, that were read 3 or fewer times, indicating a 25% or
higher chance of a heterozygote being sequenced as a homozygote, assuming no strand
bias is present at that loci (Sampson et al., 2011).
3.4.2 Imputation Accuracy
The effect of Genotype Quality on imputation accuracy was first explored using the
Run 4 data, including all 1,145 animals, split into 5 subgroups for imputation (Table 3.2).
There was no difference between accuracies of sub-groups (Data not shown), providing
evidence that random division of animals within breeds was an effective strategy for
unbiased imputation accuracy results. The average imputation accuracy was highest when
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a GQ score of 20 was chosen with a strict threshold for maximum missing calls. This strict
threshold removes more sites, decreasing the probability that a low MAF site will still be
segregating after quality control, while also ensuring that more poor quality sites are
removed. This is because sites that have less than 4 alternate calls are removed, and as any
criteria becomes stricter, there is a greater probability of removing one of the rare calls,
and subsequently the site. This threshold had a strong interaction with the level of GQ
measured. When GQ thresholds were stricter (>26), a more lenient maximum missing
threshold improved imputation accuracy. Conversely, when a lenient threshold was used
for GQ (>10), it was found that maximum missing-ness needed to be more strictly filtered
to maximize the accuracy of imputation both for concordance and allelic R2. The effect of
strictness of both the GQ threshold and maximum missing was much larger when
considering R2 values. This is due to the high rate of dependence of minor allele frequency
on R2. This suggests that neither R2 or concordance may be the ideal measure of imputation
accuracy to full sequence genotype and a new metric may need to be developed to ensure
the best possible intersection of imputation accuracy for all sites and for those minor allelic
frequency sites is achieved (Ramnarine et al., 2015).
Three quality control parameters were explored using the run 3 data (Table 3.3).
Depth, GQ and Missing-ness were investigated, as well as all interactions between the 3
parameters to find the ideal quality control parameters. The ideal quality control parameter
to maximize imputation accuracy, both by genotype concordance and allelic R2 was a
minimum depth of 3, minimum GQ score of 20, and a maximum of 80 missing calls at an
individual site. With ideal parameters, imputation accuracy was found to be similar to the
best imputation scenario in Brøndum et al., (2014), who used over 3 times the number of
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animals studied here, from breeds known to have greater linkage disequilibrium. This could
be a product of using a different imputation algorithm, however FImpute and Impute2 have
been shown to be very similar when imputing at higher densities (Ma et al., 2013).
GQ was the most influential factor for improving accuracy of imputation. Each
scenario where GQ was set to a threshold of 20 generated a greater response in accuracy
than any scenario in which GQ was set to any other threshold. The interaction between
quality and depth or missing-ness was explored as well, where a depth of 3 or 4 improved
the accuracy on top of the GQ filter, without removing a significant proportion of sites, but
a depth of 5 caused a substantial decrease in sites left after quality control, and resulted in
lower imputation accuracy. An ideal GQ threshold of 20 is in line with that found by
Crooks et al., (2012) to be the best threshold for the intersection of call accuracy and site
retention using human data that had been sequenced to a higher coverage than that used
here. This is also in agreement with what has been found in 1,000 bull genomes data with
an overall quality threshold to maximize concordance with the 777k SNP panel (Daetwyler
et al., 2014).
When looking at the rate of missing-ness allowed in the data, a very lenient
threshold has been shown here to optimize imputation accuracy. Some threshold needs to
be placed to ensure that sites are not likely to become fixed in the population after quality
control. Placing a threshold of 80 was ideal, meaning only 8 individuals could be remaining
with a call at a site after quality control. However, if a site was breed specific, it was set to
missing for animals from outside that breed. This corresponds to 8 out of 28 or 30 animals
that originally had a call for the site retaining a call before imputation. Allowing a more
lenient threshold allows for more sites to be retained and a lower possibility that a site on
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the mock LD panel will be discarded. In future studies it would be beneficial to insert any
calls made by array technology into the sequence file (VanRaden et al., 2015), and assume
these sites will pass all quality control filters, so that the LD panel for imputation is as
dense as possible to maximize imputation accuracy (Piccoli et al., 2015).
When GQ was set at a threshold other than 20, depth played a much more important
role in imputation accuracy. This implies that many of the sites that have a GQ less than
20 also have depths of coverage less than the thresholds applied here. If GQ is not available
to use as a per SNP quality control measure, depth is an effective tool for removing noninformative sites. Although they do not play as large of a role as GQ, it is clear that depth
and missing rate play some part in creating the highest possible quality sequence for
imputation in cattle, and should be considered as possible thresholds in future studies.
3.4.3 Significance Testing
The 3 way interactions of the beta regression could not be tested due to a lack of
degrees of freedom. Significant differences, presented as p-values are presented in Table
3.4. All depth and GQ terms were found to be significant, however, GQ score of 20, the
ideal parameter for accuracy, was found to be less significant than either 0, or 26. Poor
accuracy values were found when Phred scaled GQ scores of either 0 or 26 because of too
many poor quality sites being left in the data, or too few sites remaining on the mock HD
panel, biasing average accuracy downwards, causing 10 and 20 to not be found highly
significantly different from one another. Missing rate was not found to be significant
independently of other terms, demonstrating the need to set a missing threshold intuitively
based on the strictness of other quality control parameters. As GQ and depth parameters
increase in strictness, missing rate should increase (decrease in strictness) to maximize
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imputation accuracy. The only other insignificant scenarios found were interactions
between other terms and a GQ threshold of 0. GQ has been shown here to be the most
influential quality control, and it is shown here that missing rate does not have a large effect
when no filter for quality is placed on the data. Depth of 3 was shown to be significantly
worse than 4 or 5 when GQ is 0, however 4 was not significantly different than 5. In
scenarios where GQ cannot be controlled, sequencing depth of at least 4 is required at each
site. The beta regression used here has been shown to be a more accurate and robust method
for evaluating data constrained between 0 and 1 than other methods using transformations
of data (Ferarri and Cribari-Neto, 2004). A pipeline where sequences are filtered on an
individual call basis for GQ score less than 20, depth less than 3, and missing rate greater
than 80%, and then filled in using imputation from all high quality sequence calls is
recommended to maximize the accuracy of imputation and the number of sites available
for future studies. If depth is not available it can be removed from this filtering pipeline,
however it will impede the overall quality of sequences remaining.
3.5 Conclusions
This novel filtering method is an effective way to ensure ample sites are kept for
further analysis, but ensures only high quality calls are included for imputation. Genotype
quality (GQ) is an effective metric for ensuring call quality is high and has the largest
impact on sequence quality for imputation. An appropriate missing threshold needs to be
selected based on the size of the sequenced population to ensure that high quality sites are
retained as long as a sufficient number of individuals have good quality calls at those loci.
The stricter other quality control parameters are, the more lenient missing rate should be to
compensate, as different quality thresholds may be favourable in different study designs.
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3.6 Tables
Table 3.1 - Percentage of sites removed for each quality control threshold placed on
raw vcf data for Run 4 data, and pre-processed 1,000 bull genomes project
pipeline data before filtering for depth, genotype quality and maximum
missing count (cumulative percentage of original total)

1
2

Filter

Run 42

Run 3

Mapping Quality and
Alternate Allele Count1

3.25 (3.25)

0 (0)

Remove Indels

9.07 (12.93)

0 (0)

Remove Redundant Sites

3.11 (14.75)

0.26 (0.26)

Filter out other nonbiallelic sites

0.08 (14.71)

0.03 (0.29)

Remove Sites With minor
allele count < 4

39.44 (48.34)

2.40 (2.69)

Mapping Quality and Alternate Allele Count filtered together in one step
Run 4 proportions based on chromosome 19 only

Table 3.2 - Accuracy of imputation from 5-fold cross-validation and number of SNPs
remaining after quality control and imputation for 1,000 Bull Genomes Run
4 animals (N=1,147) using different GQ and maximum missing calls
thresholds
Concordance Allelic R2

Scenario

# SNPs

1

GQ>10 (Strict )
0.9472
0.8413
23785868
2
GQ>10 (Lenient )
0.9455
0.8369
24003739
GQ>20 (Strict)
0.9616
0.8688
18396904
GQ>20 (Lenient)
0.9579
0.8644
19741504
GQ>26 (Strict)
0.9662
0.8168
11844560
GQ>26 (Lenient)
0.9656
0.8670
14674148
1
Strict – A maximum missing rate corresponding to a 5% chance of an allele with MAF at
minor allele threshold (4 alleles in population) being removed from the population;
2
Lenient – A maximum missing threshold corresponding to a 10% chance of an allele being
removed.
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Table 3.3 - Accuracy of imputation and number of SNPs remaining after quality
control and imputation for 1,000 Bull Genomes Run 3 animals (N=88) using
different GQ, depth, and maximum missing calls thresholds
Genotype
Quality
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Zero
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten

Maximum
Depth Missing
Zero Seventy
Zero Seventy-five
Zero Eighty
Three Seventy
Three Seventy-five
Three Eighty
Four Seventy
Four Seventy-five
Four Eighty
Five
Seventy
Five
Seventy-five
Five
Eighty
Zero Seventy
Zero Seventy-five
Zero Eighty
Three Seventy
Three Seventy-five
Three Eighty
Four Seventy
Four Seventy-five
Four Eighty
Five
Seventy
Five
Seventy-five
Five
Eighty

Concordance
0.7926
0.7926
0.7926
0.8099
0.8099
0.8087
0.8271
0.8273
0.8275
0.8427
0.8428
0.8433
0.8356
0.8351
0.8333
0.8396
0.8398
0.8388
0.8501
0.8502
0.8504
0.8619
0.8621
0.8625

R2
0.6343
0.6343
0.6343
0.6649
0.6636
0.6604
0.6945
0.6940
0.6929
0.7177
0.7183
0.7192
0.7110
0.7084
0.7038
0.7174
0.7161
0.7126
0.7341
0.7339
0.7331
0.7502
0.7513
0.7524

# SNPs
7526401
7526401
7526401
6477999
6802867
7091529
5373650
5737368
6233973
4126708
4423058
4916796
6291411
6638588
6975440
5799689
6192715
6632858
5012504
5348398
5870120
3879493
4176499
4662281
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Table 3.3 (continued) - Accuracy of imputation and number of SNPs remaining after
quality control and imputation for 1,000 Bull Genomes Run 3 animals (N=88)
using different GQ, depth and maximum missing calls thresholds
Quality
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six
Twenty-six

Depth
Zero
Zero
Zero
Three
Three
Four
Four
Four
Five
Five
Five
Zero
Zero
Zero
Three
Three
Three
Four
Four
Four
Five
Five
Five

Maximum
Missing
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty
Seventy
Seventy-five
Eighty

Concordance
0.8685
0.8728
0.8763
0.8732
0.8776
0.8619
0.8686
0.8757
0.8469
0.8572
0.8683
0.7293
0.7594
0.7989
0.7281
0.7583
0.7975
0.7154
0.7439
0.7843
0.6940
0.7177
0.7570

R2
0.7614
0.7679
0.7724
0.7694
0.7759
0.7536
0.7634
0.7744
0.7281
0.7445
0.7622
0.5532
0.5853
0.6366
0.5531
0.5855
0.6356
0.5428
0.5708
0.6198
0.5275
0.5459
0.5876

# SNPs
2738004
3148809
3778721
2989300
3611944
2238633
2622867
3229927
1732086
2082101
2657481
467284
682898
1121386
441952
646855
1065502
370576
543585
904324
262666
388110
659877
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Table 3.4 – Significance testing on Run 3 data using beta regression with all factors
and interactions fit as fixed effects.
Factor
Quality: Zero
Quality: Twenty
Quality: Twenty-Six
Depth: Zero
Depth: Three
Depth: Four
Missing: Seventy
Missing: Seventy-Five
Quality: Twenty; Depth – Four
Quality: Twenty-Six; Depth – Four
Quality: Zero; Depth: Four
Quality: Twenty; Depth: Three
Quality: Twenty-Six; Depth: Three
Quality: Zero; Depth: Three
Quality: Twenty; Depth: Zero
Quality: Twenty-Six; Depth: Zero
Quality: Zero; Depth: Zero
Quality: Twenty; Missing: Seventy
Quality: Twenty-Six; Missing: Seventy
Quality: Zero; Missing: Seventy
Quality Twenty; Missing: Seventy-Five
Quality: Twenty-Six; Missing: Seventy-Five
Quality: Zero; Missing: Seventy-Five
Depth: Zero, Missing: Seventy
Depth: Three, Missing: Seventy
Depth: Four, Missing: Seventy
Depth: Zero, Missing: Seventy-Five
Depth: Three, Missing: Seventy-Five
Depth: Four, Missing: Seventy-Five

P-value
< 2e-16
0.0355
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
0.1615
0.3133
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
0.0926
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
1.19e-06
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
0.5286
3.51e-06
< 2e-16
0.6580
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
< 2e-16
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Low Distance

High Distance

Figure 3.1 – Heatmap of Euclidean distances between each pair of animals
sequenced using the 1,000 bull genomes Run 4.0 sequencing and alignment pipeline.
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Chapter 4: Novel methods for imputation to sequence and a simple linear model to
predict imputation accuracy
4.1 Abstract
Accurate imputation is the foundation for accurate genomic studies in livestock,
where the number of sequenced or genotyped animals is limited by cost. This study
explored methods to create an ideal reference population for imputation to Next Generation
Sequencing data in cattle. Methods for clustering of animals for imputation were explored,
using 1,000 bull genomes sequence data on 1,146 animals across a variety of beef and dairy
breeds. Imputation from 50k to 777k was first carried out to choose an ideal clustering
method, using Admixture and Plink clustering algorithms with genotypes as well as
reconstructed haplotypes. Due to efficiency, accuracy and ease of use, clustering with Plink
using haplotypes as quasi-genotypes was chosen as the most advantageous grouping
method. Clustering for imputation to sequence was tested against including all animals in
reference. It was found that using a clustered population decreased computing time, while
maintaining accuracy across the population. Although overall accuracy remained the same,
a slight increase in accuracy was observed for groups of animals in some breeds (primarily
purebred beef cattle from breeds with fewer sequenced animals) and for other groups,
primarily crossbreed animals, a slight decrease in accuracy was observed. It was noted,
however that some animals in each breed were poorly imputed across all methods. The
potential for including imputed sequences in the reference population was also explored,
using Euclidean distances as a metric for population wide relatedness to choose animals
thought to be poorly imputed. When imputed sequences were included in the reference
population to aid imputation of these poorly imputed animals, a small increase in overall
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accuracy was observed for nearly every individual in the population. Also examined was a
method to better predict imputation accuracy to be utilized as per animal quality control.
Two models were created, a complete model using all information available including
Euclidean distances from genotypes and haplotypes, pedigree information, and clustering
groups and a simple model using only breed and a simple Euclidean distance matrix as
predictors. Both models were successful in predicting imputation accuracy, with
correlations between predicted and true imputation accuracy as measured by concordance
of 0.87 and 0.83, respectively. A clustering methodology can be used to subgroup cattle
for imputation effectively and accuracy of imputation to sequence can be predicted well
using a simple linear model.
4.2 Introduction
Imputation algorithms have provided an effective tool to increase the size of a
population with HD genotypes or sequence genotypes when cost is the limiting factor in
study design. Imputation in cattle from low density panels to 50k or 777k genotype panels
has been shown to be highly accurate, especially in breeds with large reference populations
of animals with HD genotypes, and high levels of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the
genome (Calus et al. 2011; Sargolzaei et al., 2014). Imputation to sequence in humans,
both from sparser array genotypes, as well as very low coverage sequencing efforts, has
been shown to increase the power of subsequent association studies significantly (Pasaniuc
et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2015). Li et al. (2011b) showed that this increase in power from
sequencing a larger population at much lower coverage and subsequently imputing missing
calls resulted in greater power for all alleles with minor allele frequency greater than 0.002.
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Imputation to sequence in bovine has proven difficult due to the high incidence of
low minor allele frequency variants that are much more difficult to impute with good
accuracy. Imputation from the 777k genotype panel to full sequence has, however, proven
to be possible with moderate accuracy, especially for variants above a minor allele
threshold of 5% (van Binsbergen et al., 2014a). Less common variants are much more
difficult to impute, and any variants that appear at frequency <0.05 are imputed extremely
poorly (Li et al., 2014b). This provides a challenge for sequence research, as the largest
gains expected from using next generation sequencing (NGS) data is the potential to exploit
these less common variants to explain genetic variance that cannot be captured by common
variants and LD alone. To increase the accuracy of imputation in bovine populations, an
ideal group of animals need to be sequenced to maximize the number of haplotypes
available in the reference population (Druet et al., 2014). Reference population structure
was shown to especially increase the accuracy of imputation of low minor allele variants
that will reside in less common haplotypes. This has greater impact on the application of
sequence data, especially if low frequency variants are explaining a larger proportion of
genetic variation, as has shown to be a factor in human disease (Gibson, 2012). Another
important concern to maximize imputation accuracy is to select animals for sequence that
have been shown to be more related to all other animals in the population, especially those
that are to be imputed from lower density arrays (Stachowicz et al., 2013). It has been
shown that a stronger average relationship between reference and imputation population
will maximize imputation accuracy. However, with higher density imputation the impact
of relationship decreases (Sargolzaei et al., 2014). An additional concern for maximizing
accuracy of imputation is the size of the reference population. As reference population size
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increases, so does accuracy of imputation, as long as the animals added to the population
share haplotypes with those in the reference population. When imputing from a very low
density reference panel, it has been shown that combining animals from various breeds,
that do not share many haplotypes, will decrease imputation accuracy (Larmer et al., 2014).
Accuracy of imputation from HD to sequence across all breeds has been shown to
be more effective than imputation carried out within a single breed (Li et al., 2014). There
may be a down-side, however to combining all breeds together for imputation. It is possible
that some breeds, especially across breeds bred primarily for different purposes, may not
share enough haplotypes to aid imputation of others, and could add spuriously associated
haplotypes to the imputation process that will decrease overall accuracy. It was shown that
using a clustering algorithm could aid in the accuracy of genomic selection for multi-breed
and crossbred beef cattle (Ventura et al., 2016). Imputation of animals with fewer
sequenced individuals as well as multi-breed pedigrees has been shown to be less accurate
than purebred animals from more prominent breeds such as Holstein and Angus. Imputing
these animals with a higher degree of accuracy could significantly aid in introducing more
variants into further genome-wide association study (GWAS) and genomic selection
studies, potentially increasing accuracy of such studies substantially. Sharing few
haplotypes with the majority of the population, made up of the more prominent breeds,
could be a primary reason for poor imputation of these individuals. There are a large
number of genome clustering algorithms available for use, each working on the basic
principle of grouping animals with similar calls across the genome together (Alexander et
al., 2009; Purcell et al., 2007). It is also possible to reconstruct haplotypes, and perform
clustering analysis on haplotypes, as shared haplotypes are generally more influential than
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shared genotypes due to a much lower chance of 2 haplotypes being identical by state when
compared with a genotype.
A large sequenced population of cattle has a wide array of applications for both
association analysis and genomic selection, leading to a better understanding and ability to
utilize the bovine genome. In humans, a large sequenced population has already been
shown to identify a number of rare variants associated with traits of interest
(Steinsthorsdottir et al., 2014). In cattle, it lends to the possibility of fine-mapping genes
for traits of economic interest, and potentially the ability to understand better how genes
interact. Having multiple breeds with sequenced populations could significantly aid the
detection of rare causal variants (Hayes et al., 2014). Methods for accurate imputation of
all breeds, not just the most economically significant breeds, have universal implications
for better understanding and exploiting the genome. Adding imputed genotypes to the
reference population for imputation has not been thoroughly explored, as it is thought to
add uncertainty and potentially inaccurate haplotypes to the population. However, when
imputing rare variants, adding reference animals may increase the power to infer
haplotypes with lower frequency. Imputing animals that are closely related to the reference
population, assumed to have a high imputation accuracy, and then imputing less related
animals subsequently may be a viable methodology. Imputing the large number of existing
genotypes to sequence is a crucial step to maximize the power and accuracy of NGS
studies, and all methods should be thoroughly explored.
Individual imputation accuracy may also have a significant effect on the accuracy
of subsequent GWAS and genomic selection steps after a population is imputed to
sequence. Removing poorly imputed individuals would be advantageous to the accuracy
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of studies using imputed sequences, as well as routine use of sequences in genomic
evaluation in the future. Factors shown to affect the accuracy of imputation include
population size (Hickey et al., 2012a), density of LD panel (Piccoli et al., 2014), breed, and
degree of relationship between animals being imputed, the reference population (Larmer
et al., 2014) and distribution of allele frequency. Maximizing overall quality of sequences
by removing animals with poor predicted imputation accuracy based on these criteria could
help to reduce uncertainties in future sequence based research.
In this study we look at imputation from 50k as well as 777k to sequence genotypes,
using clustering methodologies as well as imputing across all animals to determine the best
methodology for imputation from various densities. Clustering algorithms using both
genotypes and haplotypes are investigated. Also explored is a method to impute animals in
a step-wise manner, imputing first the most highly related animals, based on Euclidean
distances, and then including those imputed genotypes in the reference population for
imputation of less related genotypes. We also explored a predictive model for imputation
accuracy based on clustering, breed, and relationship data using only low density
genotypes.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Data
Full genome sequences from 1,146 bulls from 27 breeds/composites of dairy and
beef cattle were used from the 1,000 Bull Genomes Project (Run 4.0). Bulls were
sequenced at an average depth of 11X. Pedigree information was available for some
animals; however, there was a large proportion missing, resulting in a relatively small
degree of interconnectedness between animals in the population, even within breed, before
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genomic relatedness was taken into account. Based on pedigree information alone, animals
averaged having 0.2 sequenced parents and 0.2 sequenced offspring. Given that for most
breeds, these are the most influential sires worldwide, which are known to be highly related
with one another, this is likely an underestimation of total relatedness. There were,
however, measures taken in most populations to maximize the total number of sequenced
haplotypes, so limited pedigree relatedness within one generation may closely reflect the
true level of relatedness of all sequenced individuals. Pedigree information was used for
all further analysis, but did not make a significant impact on any results, and could have
been excluded with no serious effect. The sequence contained 36,916,857 variants before
editing. Loci with extremely low minor allele frequencies (occurring less than 4 times
across all individuals) were removed to control for false positive sequence calls. It has also
been shown that these variants cannot be imputed without a much larger reference
population. After removing these sites, 23,873,140 variants remained for imputation.
4.3.2 Clustering
Sequences were first filtered to only contain the SNPs present on the 50k Illumina
BovineSNP50 beadchip (Illumina Inc, San Diego, USA). All animals were filtered to
contain only these 48,455 variants in common between sequence and the 50k beadchip.
This was done to mimic the scenario where 50k genotypes are to be imputed to sequence
in two steps, and clustering analysis could be performed on 50k genotypes before
imputation. Three clustering methods―Admixture, Plink using genotypes, and Plink using
haplotypes―were explored for imputation from 50k to 777k, and compared to imputation
using all animals in one population. The method that provided the highest overall accuracy
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of imputation from 50k to 777k was then selected to be compared to imputation using all
individuals from 777k to sequence genotype.
4.3.2.1 Admixture model
The admixture model, as detailed by Alexander et al. (2009), allows for the
detection of “chunks” of chromosomes that are unbroken that originally stemmed from an
ancestral population. Identifying these chunks allows us to quantify what proportion of a
genome has come from some level of admixture with other distinct groups or clusters. This
is only possible if markers are linked to some degree as to be able to detect these “chunks”
but not so tightly linked that there will be extensive background LD, which will lead to
spurious clustering, and a misrepresentation of the true level of admixture (Alexander et
al., 2009). The linkage model employed in this study assumes that the breaks between
“chunks” of chromosomes occur randomly as a Poisson process, and occur as a function
of genetic distance (Alexander et al., 2009). The model was applied to each animal to
determine the proportion of the genome estimated to come from each cluster for each
animal. The optimal number of clusters was chosen by iterating over 1 to 25 clusters and
minimizing the coefficient of variation error, as calculated by the ADMIXTURE v1.3
software package (https://www.genetics.ucla.edu/software/admixture/; Alexander et al.,
2009). This resulted in 19 distinct clusters. As many of these clusters were too small to use
for imputation, the most similar clusters had to be combined. This was done iteratively, by
selecting the smallest cluster, and combining it with the cluster it was most similar with,
using the FST statistic, as calculated by the ADMIXTURE v1.3 software algorithm. This
was done until every cluster contained at least 150 animals, to ensure the populations were
sufficiently large for imputation. This threshold was chosen based on high imputation
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accuracies shown with reference populations of this size (Hozé et al., 2013, Larmer et al.,
2014). This resulted in 4 overall clusters being used for imputation.
4.3.2.2 PLINK model
Identical by state (IBS) clustering was carried out using the PLINK v1.07
software package (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/; Purcell et al., 2007). This
algorithm compares pairwise IBS metrics for each pair of individuals. This IBS metric is
calculated as the distance between 2 individuals based on genotype. Each animal is then
considered a cluster, and each cluster is compared, starting with clusters that have the
smallest distance between them, using a set of metrics as described fully in Purcell et al.,
(2007) to determine if these two clusters should be merged. PLINK v1.07 also allows for
a fixed number of clusters to be set. To ensure adequate population sizes for each cluster
under imputation, fixed cluster sizes were tested, beginning with 6, and reduced until no
cluster had fewer than 150 animals. This resulted in 5 clusters being created for use in
imputation. As imputation relies primarily on shared haplotypes, not shared genotypes,
haplotypes were reconstructed using the haplotype phasing Expectation-Maximization
algorithm in PLINK. Although phasing across breeds may be inaccurate, and could
potentially lead to less accurate clustering, for small breeds it is impossible to accurately
phase individuals within breed. Four SNP windows were chosen for this analysis, and
haplotypes were then treated as multi-allelic SNPs for clustering. IBS clustering was
carried out in the same manner as for genotypes using the PLINK algorithm. Five clusters
were once again chosen as the optimal number for imputation. There was a large
concordance between clusters using genotype and haplotype data (data not shown),
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however many of the multi-breed and composite breed individuals were clustered
differently when using haplotypes instead of genotypes.
4.3.3 Imputation
For each imputation scenario, reference and imputation groups were created at
random by splitting each of the scenarios into 5 subgroups. These 5 subgroups were divided
randomly, within breed, and then breed subgroups were combined together at random to
make the 5 groups for imputation. For clustering analysis, this meant a total of 20 or 25
imputation groups were used to impute every animal. Computation time was also explored
for each of these subgroups, as well as a time per animal to ensure this process was not
limiting if it were to be implemented on larger populations in a commercial setting.
Imputation was carried out for each group by filtering the sequence calls for that group so
only the sites concordant with the 50k panel were kept, filtering the remainder of the groups
to SNPs contained on the Illumina 777k Bovine HD beadchip. This was carried out for all
5 of the groups so each animal in the population was imputed from their mock 50k panel
genotype to a mock 777k panel using FImpute v2.2 software (Sargolzaei et al., 2014).
Imputation accuracy for this step was then explored. Imputation was carried out once again
using FImpute, using the same groups, from imputed 777k to the full sequence genotype,
excluding indels, for all animals as well as the highest accuracy clustering groups from
imputation from 50k to 777k, which was clustering based on haplotypes using the PLINK
algorithm.
4.3.4 Accuracy of Imputation
Accuracies of imputation were calculated using both genotype concordance rate
and allelic R2 measures on a per-animal basis. The genotype concordance rate is calculated
by comparing the imputed sequence genotype to the true sequence for the same animal (in
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the case the sequence calls from the 1,000 bull genomes pipeline, as described by
Daetwyler et al. (2014)), where correct calls are scored 1, and incorrect calls scored 0, even
if they are partially correct (calling a heterozygote when the correct call is a homozygote
or vice versa) and the concordance rate is the average of these scores across all sites for a
specific animal. Concordance rates were also measured for only sites with a MAF <0.05.
Allelic R2 is calculated as the squared correlation of the imputed sequence genotype on the
true sequence. This statistic is more sensitive to low minor allele frequency, and so is a
better indication of the accuracy of imputation of rare variants. However, this method may
be biased in this analysis, as more strict filtering criteria may cause less rare variants to be
included in the data set, increasing average minor allele frequency, and subsequently
biasing R2 upwards. Accuracies were also measured across the genome to ensure that no
regions were significantly affected by imputation using clusters.
4.3.5 Using Imputed Sequences as Reference
Increasing reference size by including imputed sequence genotypes in the reference
population was explored by using Euclidean distances to select the animals that would
benefit most from having a larger reference population, likely because of rarer haplotypes.
After Euclidean distances were calculated between each pair of animals, it was determined
which animals were not expected to be imputed well. Animals with little relation to the rest
of the population were thought to be poorly imputed, and so animals with a mean or
minimum Euclidean distance two or greater standard deviations above the mean were
placed in the “poorly imputed” groups. This resulted in 90 and 121 animals, respectively
for average and minimum Euclidean distance. The imputed sequence genotypes from
animals with high degrees of relatedness were included in the reference population along
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with the rest of the population to impute the small group of animals predicted to impute
with low accuracy based solely on average Euclidean distance. This same procedure was
carried out again using only the minimum Euclidean distance. Animals with a high
minimum Euclidean distance have no relative in the population or any animals that share
a significant portion of the genome and are likely to benefit greatly from a large reference
population with a larger haplotype library to maximize imputation accuracy.
4.3.6 Predicting Imputation Accuracy
A predictive model was created for accuracy of imputation to sequence using only
information available on the 50k panel. First, to capture the degree to which each animal
was related to the reference population for imputation, Euclidean distances between each
pair of animals were calculated based on the following formula:

𝑛

√∑(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 )2
𝑖

Where q and p are the genotype or haplotype states at locus i, for each of n loci for
genotypes and each of n pseudo-genotypes when using haplotypes. Using Euclidean
distance captures both the effects of relatedness between individuals, as well as allele
frequencies. Euclidean distances were calculated using both 50k genotypes, as well as
haplotypes reconstructed using the Plink algorithm, as described above, to determine which
better predicted accuracy of imputation. A 5-fold random cross validation was used to
predict imputation accuracy of each subgroup, using the other 4 groups to estimate the
effect and significance of each model term. Initially, all possible effects were fit into the
prediction model including breed, Plink cluster based on each haplotype and genotype,
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admixture cluster, maximum, minimum and average Euclidean distances for both genotype
and haplotype, as well as number of parents and number of progeny in the sequenced
reference population. After each model run, the least significant effect, based on model
term p-value, was removed and the model was run again. Each time, the cross-validation
was carried out, and terms were removed until the squared correlation between predicted
imputation accuracy and true imputation accuracy decreased by more than 0.01 across the
entire population. Once the final model was determined, the model was run one final time
using all animals to get the optimal estimates for each linear model term for future
imputation of animals to sequence using the 1,000 Bull Genomes population as reference.
A reduced model was also explored to ease the amount of computation and
processing time. This was carried out in order to make a more practical model that could
be used as a routine quality control step for removing poorly imputed sequences from
subsequent analysis. This model used only Euclidean distances as calculated using 50k
genotypes, as well as effects of breed and pedigree.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Clustering Methods
Each clustering method was restricted by the minimum number of animals per
cluster, set at 150 animals. Numbers of clusters, as well as minimum and maximum cluster
size from each of the 3 clustering methodologies are shown in Table 4.1. Admixture had 1
fewer cluster than either method using Plink, resulting in larger mean reference populations
for imputation (278 for Admixture compared to 229 using Plink). Clustering strategies
were compared by looking at imputation accuracy after using clustered imputation from
50k to 777k masked genotype calls and then combining all animals together to impute to
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sequence. This was a reasonable method for testing clusters, as clustering should make a
larger difference when imputing from a sparser low density panel. Imputation accuracy
from 50k to sequence in 2 steps for each of the 3 clustering methods as well as when using
all animals as reference from 50k to 777k is presented in Table 4.2 measured by overall
concordance rate, concordance rate for sites with minor allele frequency <0.05, and R2.
Table 4.2 also presents the amount of computing time on average for each animal being
imputed. Clustering with admixture as well as clustering using Plink haplotypes was nearly
equivalent and only 2 animals clustered differently across methods. Using plink haplotypes
resulted in smaller populations which resulted in slightly faster computing times. Faster
computing times, simpler program application, as well as the same imputation R2 indicating
better imputation of lower minor allele frequency variants resulted in Plink haplotype
clustering to be deemed the optimal clustering methodology.
4.4.2 Imputation from 777k to Sequence
After imputation had been carried out from 50k to 777k, 2 methods were tested for
imputation to sequence. First using all animals as the reference population or secondly
using only animals within cluster. One Plink haplotype cluster was randomly chosen for
this analysis due to the computational requirements of imputation to sequence. These
animals were imputed either within cluster, split randomly into the same 5 subgroups that
were used for imputation to HD, or by using results from imputation from step 1 where
imputation was carried out on all animals. Genotypes on 777k came from 2 separate
sources, those imputed from using all animals as reference from 50k to HD or from using
clustered reference populations. This resulted in 4 scenarios to be compared, the results of
which can be found in Table 4.3 for genotype concordance, allelic R2, and computing time.
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Figure 4.1 shows imputation accuracy per animal when all animals were used in the
reference, as well as for Plink haplotype clustering for 777k to sequence imputation. It was
found that for most animals clustering was useful; however, for some specific individuals,
clustering had a large negative effect on accuracy of imputation. This was further explored
by breed, and average difference in imputation accuracy compared to using all animals in
reference per breed by scenario was also examined, along with the proportions of animals
that had improved accuracy of imputation per breed (Table 4.4). Accuracy of imputation
from 50k to HD was the largest factor in overall accuracy, and using all animals for the
first step was seen to provide the highest concordance and R2 values. There was little
difference for imputation accuracy between scenarios from 777k to sequence, but
computation time was significantly reduced when using clusters.
4.4.3 Using Imputed Sequences as Reference
Accuracy of imputation for animals thought to be imputed poorly based on average
or minimum Euclidean distances with the reference population were found to increase on
average when imputed sequence genotypes were included in the reference population.
Minimum Euclidean distance was a better predictor of poor imputation accuracy, as the
group of individuals with minimum Euclidean distance more than one standard deviation
greater than the mean had a very poor imputation accuracy when using the whole
population of true sequences as reference (0.9272) (data not shown). When the reference
population was expanded for this group by adding 130 imputed sequences (those animals
in the same original imputation group with low minimum Euclidean distances) the
accuracy of imputation increased slightly, to 0.9274. Of the 121 animals in the “poorly
imputed” group, adding imputed sequences increased imputation accuracy for 89 animals,
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decreased accuracy in 4 individuals and made no difference in 28. The results of adding
imputed sequences when using average Euclidean distance to predict poorly imputed
individuals were also positive. An average increase of 0.001 was observed, and of the 90
animals in the “poorly imputed” group, 61 had increases in accuracy, 6 sequences were
more poorly imputed, and 23 had no change. Average change in accuracy by breed is
included in Table 4.4 for breeds that had at least 4 animals in the “poorly imputed”
population.
4.4.4 Predicting Imputation Accuracy
A linear model using breed, Admixture cluster, Plink genotype cluster, Plink
haplotype cluster, Euclidean minimum, maximum, and average distances for both
genotypes and haplotypes, number of sequenced parents and number of sequenced progeny
was initially tested. The initial model gave a correlation between predicted and actual
genotype concordance of 0.841 based on 5-fold cross validation. After parameter
reduction, a simple linear model was constructed to predict imputation accuracy as follows:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑋𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝑋𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐻𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽1 • 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑜 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 + 𝛽2
• 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑜 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 + 𝛽3 • 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑜 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽4
• 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙
Where X and β represent fixed categorical and fixed linear regression coefficient effects,
respectively. This model limited clustering steps to only using Plink clustering based on
haplotypes, and resulted in a correlation between predicted and actual imputation accuracy
of 0.871. Seven of the 10 worst individuals for actual imputation accuracy were predicted
to among the bottom 10 individuals, which is important for this model to be used as an
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exclusion criterion. Figure 4.2 shows the predicted versus actual imputation accuracy for
all animals for the complete model above.
A reduced model, containing only information from Euclidean genotypes was also
tested. Breed, parent and progeny effects were once again tested in the model. It was found
again that progeny was non-significant and it was removed leaving a final predictive model
as follows:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑋𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝛽1 • 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑜 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 + 𝛽2
• 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑜 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 + 𝛽3 • 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑜 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽4
• 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙
This model was less accurate than the full model as provided above, but maintained
a correlation between actual and predicted imputation accuracy of 0.833. In this case 6 of
the bottom 10 animals for imputation accuracy were still predicted to be in the worst 10
imputed sequence genotypes, and all 10 of the worst sequence genotypes were predicted
to be in the lowest 25 for imputation accuracy (data not shown).
4.5 Discussion
This study shows that reference population structure has a variable effect on
imputation accuracy that depends heavily on the breed to be imputed. Even with an
imputation algorithm that uses population relationship information by searching for the
longest possible matching haplotypes (Sargolzaei et al., 2014), including unrelated animals
from different breeds in the reference population can negatively impact imputation
accuracy, especially when reference population is small. With a small number of animals
sequenced, however, it is not possible to carry out within breed imputation and expect to
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capture all or even a majority of the possible haplotypes needed for accurate imputation.
This is especially true for breeds other than Holstein, Simmental, or Angus, who have fewer
than 100 animals sequenced within breed to date (Daetwyler et al., 2014). In these cases,
novel approaches to grouping animals needed to be explored and, as shown here, clustering
of individuals for imputation to sequence can be effective for certain groups of animals.
The results in this study were obtained from FImpute software which its underlying
algorithm essentially mimics a clustering approach based on haplotype similarity. The
impact of clustering should also be investigated for other imputation methods in further
studies. Genomic clustering methodologies have been shown to be effective at determining
relationships between animals resulting from population divergence and admixing on a
breed wide scale and this principle should apply well to an individuals’ genome as well
(McKay et al., 2008).
Clustering based on haplotypes rather than genotypes is a logical step for
imputation accuracy, as sharing of haplotypes between reference and imputation
population is the foundation of accurate imputation (Li et al., 2009). Haplotype blocks have
been shown to be a strong indicator of breed relatedness; however, beef and dairy breeds
are not easily differentiated by using haplotype blocks (Villa-Angulo et al., 2009). Sharing
of haplotypes examined by averaging across the genome, as was done based on the results
from Plink in this study, is a more logical step for imputation, as all areas of the genome
need to be treated and weighted equally when looking at imputation, to ensure there are no
especially poorly imputed regions. Figure 4.3 shows that when imputation is split into subpopulations by clustering, there are no adverse effects on any genomic region when
comparing to using all animals as reference when using FImpute for imputation. It also
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shows, however, that poorly imputed regions cannot be significantly aided by altering the
reference population structure. These regions that are poorly imputed may be because of
longer haplotypes being needed and unavailable, or they may be reflective of
recombination hot-spots, where a large number of haplotypes are present and, therefore,
are poorly estimated by current imputation methods (Hozé et al., 2013). Poorly imputed
regions could also be due to poorly annotated SNPs or greater levels of heterozygosity in
these regions (Berry et al., 2014). The solution to these problems are better SNP annotation,
however this is unlikely to be the problem at this point as the 50k and HD bovine chips
have been tested by LD analysis and any misplaced SNPs have been relocated (VanRaden
et al., 2013).
For long segments to be inaccurately imputed in this study due to poor annotation
there would have to be entire sequence regions misplaced as accuracy was measured based
on large windows of SNPs. This is unlikely to be the case as well, but could have some
impact on accuracy of certain regions. The primary cause of poor accuracy in some regions
is likely to be due to high haplotype diversity and low haplotype frequency, as well as a
poor concordance of commercial SNP markers and sequence calls in terms of minor allele
frequency, leading to lower than expected levels of linkage between close by markers
(Druet et al., 2014).
The only likely way to improve accuracy in regions of high heterozygosity and
recombination is to increase the size of the reference population from the same breed. This
allows for FImpute, or other imputation algorithms, to more accurately choose shared
haplotypes, based on length or shared haplotype probability, among individuals and choose
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haplotypes that are less likely to have undergone a recombination event between the
reference and target individuals (Sargolzaei et al., 2014).
When using the FImpute algorithm, clustering reference populations for selection
had no effect or a very small positive effect for most animals, as can be seen in Figure 4.1,
as well as on the proportion of individuals within each breed that had improved accuracy,
as seen in Table 4.4. Other imputation algorithms that do not use decreasing window sizes
as FImpute does may stand to gain more from clustering before imputation, as FImpute
groups animals by relationships inherently by first looking at longest haplotypes and
shrinking haplotype sizes progressively. There were, however, a number of animals that
had a significant decrease in imputation accuracy from a clustered reference population.
These individuals were often crossbred or composite breed animals. Therefore, for some
genomic regions each haplotypes might be from different breeds (i.e. different cluster) that
can explain the drop in accuracy. There were also certain animals that were clustered
outside of their registered breed, and may be indicative of animals with a high proportion
of sequence errors on sites shared between the sequence and 50k SNP panel, or animals
that have a registered breed that is not fully representative of their genome status. This may
be due to varied rules for registering animals within a breed. Some breeds have closed
herdbooks, and as such will share haplotypes primarily with animals only in their own
breed (Dr. Stephen Miller, AgResearch, personal communication). These animals are
likely to gain little from a clustering algorithm as short haplotypes that may be shared with
other breeds are less common and thus less of a factor in imputation accuracy.
Animals from breeds with more lenient rules regarding breed status may gain more
from clustering, as many shared haplotypes with other breeds may be needed for accurate
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imputation (Larmer et al., 2014), and ensuring that only animals with relevant haplotypes
are included in the reference population will reduce uncertainties where the wrong
haplotype could be filled in. In Table 4.4 it can be seen that clustering had a small or
negative effect on most animals in the Angus and Hereford breeds, both breeds with closed
herdbooks who would stand to gain little from outside animals being included in the
reference population. Discordantly, Simmental and Limousin animals, which come from a
more lenient set of rules on purebred animal status, had larger proportions of animals that
had increased imputation accuracy. Increasing accuracy of Limousin animals is a very
positive result, as it has been a poorly imputed breed, even when compared to breeds of
similar effective size and level of LD (Li et al., 2014).
For many studies, there is a breed, or group of breeds, or crossbred animals that are
the target population to be used for some subsequent analysis (Erbe et al., 2012). It follows
logically, then, that improving imputation accuracy specifically for that group would be a
priority of research. The results here show that there are ways to improve imputation
accuracy for certain groups of animals, and tailoring your reference population for the
target animals can have a positive effect on overall accuracy. The grouping of animals
carried out in this study was done to try to maximize accuracy for all animals. There could
be, however, better ways to cluster animals to try to improve accuracy for a very specific
group. Ventura et al. (2014) showed that having animals in the reference population that
well represented the breed composition of crossbred animals was essential to accurate
imputation of crossbred beef cattle from 6k to 50k panels. This study builds on that result
showing that we can use genomic information to best estimate which animals should be
grouped together.
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Using metrics such as Euclidean distances, it would be possible to only include
animals in the reference population that are above a given threshold of relationship with
the target population. It may be possible to further divide this group, if a more diverse set
of animals was targeted. In this case it would also be possible, unlike in this study design,
for a sequenced individual to be in multiple reference populations if they shared haplotypes
with more than one target imputation population. As it has been shown here, clustering
with Plink on haplotypes was the most effective tool for grouping animals. It is possible to
calculate identical by state matrices for all animals in Plink using either genotypes, or
haplotypes as quasi-genotypes, which would be a useful tool for this type of intuitive
clustering step before imputation (Purcell et al., 2007).
It is well established that reference population size is one of the primary factors
affecting the quality of imputation (Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2015; Marchini and Howie, 2010;
International HapMap 3 Consortium, 2010). Although the FImpute imputation algorithm
works based primarily on long haplotype sharing, in the absence of that, there is an inherent
probabilistic nature to imputation. When many haplotypes are available to be chosen to fill
in a specific set of SNPs for an animal or group of animals, often it is the most common
haplotype that is filled in. With small reference population size, the most common
haplotype in the reference population may not be the most common in the entire population,
especially not in the targeted population. Imputation to sequence creates a further problem
in part due to a greater proportion of incorrect calls compared to SNP genotyping as well
as a significantly lower average minor allele frequency (Daetwyler et al., 2014). To help
solve this problem, we investigated the potential of adding imputed sequence genotypes to
the reference population. If sequence genotypes that are known to be well imputed due to
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a high degree of relatedness to the original reference population are imputed first and added
to the reference group, the haplotype library will become more representative of the total
population. As the haplotype library better approximates the entire population, the
probability of choosing the correct haplotype, when the algorithm does not have long
shared haplotypes to utilize, increases.
Euclidean distances were chosen as a simple metric to determine the average
genomic relatedness between an individual and the reference population. At first it was
thought that average Euclidean distance would be the ideal metric, as it captured the degree
to which an individual was related to every animal in the reference and, as such, it was
though would establish the degree of haplotype sharing between that individual and the
reference (Jakobsson et al., 2008). It was found, however, that average Euclidean distance
did not accurately predict which individuals were poorly imputed. This is likely due to
having a large multi-breed training population so the average relatedness is not as much a
metric of haplotype sharing, as it is of where an individual breed lies in the phylogenetic
scope of the entire population (Adams, 2014). If that individual comes from a breed that
has diverged further from most other breeds, it will have a much higher Euclidean distance,
however if there are other individuals of that breed in the reference population, those
sequences may still be very well imputed. Conversely, a low average Euclidean distance
may indicate an admixed or crossbred animal, that shares much of its genotype with many
animals in the population, but for that same reason, is a difficult animal to impute due to a
high degree of haplotype uncertainty in the imputation procedure.
Minimum Euclidean distance was chosen to indicate if an individual had at least
one close relative in the reference population who would share a significant number of long
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haplotypes. This proved to be a much better indicator of imputation accuracy and seems to
effectively select animals who will be well imputed. When imputed genotypes, selected by
minimum Euclidean distance, were added to the reference population for imputation an
increase in accuracy for individuals who were estimated to be poorly imputed was seen.
Although this increase in accuracy is small, it is consistent across almost all animals and is
a simple step that does not add significant computing time or require significant effort to
achieve. There was not a single breed where the average imputation accuracy declined from
adding imputed sequences into the reference population when predicted by minimum
Euclidean distance.
There is potential to include easily predicted genotypes directly into imputation
algorithms as an option, where each animal is imputed in order of minimum Euclidean
distance, and then added to the reference population. The potential for this method lies
primarily in sequence data where there is a greater number of calling errors and as yet a
much smaller available reference population (Daetwyler et al., 2014). Once the sequenced
population grows, there will be little need for this as true sequences are still much more
accurate and representative of the true haplotype library of the population than imputed
calls (VanRaden et al., 2015).
Ensuring only high quality sequences or genotypes are used for GWAS analysis,
genomic selection or other studies is extremely important to limit the number of false
positives and provide power to detect causal variants, as well as to increase the accuracy
of genomic prediction. Rutkoski et al. (2013) showed clearly that accuracy of genomic
selection is directly affected by accuracy of imputation on a population wide level. It has
also been shown that the power of GWAS studies increases as population size increases,
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but generally reaches an asymptote at a certain population size depending on the density of
SNPs available and the relative risk per allele (Spencer et al., 2009). Animals are
commonly removed from studies before imputation or GWAS due to a number of factors
including MAF, call rate, and Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (Neibergs et al., 2013; Pryce
et al., 2014; Hozé et al., 2013). It follows then, that if imputation accuracy can be accurately
predicted, it is also plausible to remove animals that are predicted to have imputation
accuracy below a given threshold. Given the result that minimum Euclidean distance was
a strong metric for imputation accuracy prediction, we attempted to use all data available
to best predict imputation accuracy.
Figure 4.2 shows that the optimal model predicts imputation accuracy well, and
more importantly there are few animals that are very poorly predicted. The animals that
have very low imputation accuracy are generally predicted to perform poorly, which is the
most important feature if this model is to be used as an exclusion criterion. Figure 4.2b
demonstrates that a reduced model, although less accurate, will still accurately select the
appropriate animals to remove from further analysis based on predicted imputation
accuracy. For sequence analysis, removing poorly imputed animals could mean removing
hundreds of thousands, or even millions of incorrect calls that could lead to spurious
results, or decrease power to detect true associations between a causal variant and a trait of
economic or practical significance (Hao et al., 2009). This is especially relevant given the
broad range of imputation accuracies seen in this study, ranging from as low as ~0.79 to
~0.97.
Even in breeds that are generally very well imputed such as Holstein there are some
animals with imputation accuracies as low as 0.86 (Data not shown). Being able to predict
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these individuals well is of utmost importance to subsequent analyses being as powerful
and accurate as possible. It should be noted that the Holstein animal with the lowest
imputation accuracy was predicted poorly in this study, with a predicted imputation
accuracy of 0.91. It would not be removed based on a criterion of 0.9. This was, however,
the lowest predicted accuracy for a Holstein individual, and so in a purebred study, would
still be the most likely candidate to be removed. Genomic relatedness between an
individual and the reference population has been shown here to be the key predictor of
imputation accuracy on an individual basis and a linear model utilizing this information
can be an effective tool to predict which animals will be poorly imputed. Reference
population size has a large impact on imputation accuracy, and as the reference population
grows, a model that relies on relationships between reference and imputation populations
may have some diminished value, as there will be less variance in the relationships between
individuals in the population (Sargolzaei et al., 2014). Although the specific parameters of
the model may change given different reference sizes or breed compositions, it will likely
hold that using genomic relationships or even haplotype relationships to predict imputation
can be an effective quality control step to limit the inclusion of poorly imputed sequences
or genotypes into a GWAS or genomic selection applications. Further investigation could
also help to determine the best methods to add imputed genotypes or sequences to the
reference population to try to impute animals with poor predicted imputation more
accurately.
4.6 Conclusions
Results from this study indicate that reference populations for imputation to NGS
data can be more effectively chosen for both accuracy and computing time for certain
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groups of animals. Including imputed sequence genotypes in the reference population is a
viable option to increase accuracy of poorly imputed individuals. Imputation accuracy can
accurately be predicted to determine which animals will be imputed poorly, as a means of
excluding those animals from subsequent analyses. Further studies for clustering the
crossbred animals or even haplotypes for imputation purpose are required.
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4.7 Tables

Table 4.1 – Summary statistics of Clusters from 3 different algorithms
Scenario

Number of
Clusters

Minimum
Cluster Size

Maximum
cluster Size

Admixture

4

190

346

Plink
Genotype

5

168

280

Plink
Haplotype

5

172

278

Table 4.2 – Accuracy of Imputation from 50k to sequence, with either no clustering
or different clustering algorithms used to determine reference population for
imputation from 50k to 777k.
Scenario

OVERALL R2

Time/Animal

Concordance Concordance
MAF<0.05

All

0.8192

0:03:47

0.9341

0.9737

Admixture

0.8096

0:03:48

0.9311

0.9729

Plink
Genotype

0.8070

0:03:37

0.9301

0.9726

Plink
Haplotype

0.8097

0:03:44

0.931

0.9729
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Table 4.3 – Accuracy of Imputation from 50k to sequence, with either no clustering
(ALL) or Plink haplotype clustering (PLINKH) used to determine reference
population for imputation from 777k to sequence, and different reference
populations (ALL or PLINKH) having been used for imputation from 50k to
sequence.
Scenario
50k

777k

OVERALL R2

Time/Animal

Concordance

Concordance
maf<0.05

ALL

ALL

0.8194

0:03:47

0.9346

0.9737

PLINKH ALL

0.8097

0:03:44

0.931

0.9729

PLINKH 0.8172

0:02:32

0.9351

0.9734

PLINKH PLINKH 0.8100

0:02:28

0.9324

0.9726

ALL
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Table 4.4 – Difference between concordance using PLINK clustering for one or two
steps of imputation compared to using all animals in the reference population
per breed and proportion of animals with improved accuracy for different
imputation reference populations
BREED

PLINK
(1 Step)
0.0353

PLINK
(1 Step)
Proportion
0.7143

PLINK
(2
Steps)
0.0036

PLINK
(2 Steps)
Proportion
0.7143

Alberta
Composite
Angus
Red Angus
Ayrshire
BeefBooster
Brown Swiss
Charolais
Gelbvieh
Guelph
Composite
Hereford
Holstein
Red
and
White
Holstein
Jersey
Limousin
Montbeliarde
Normande
Simmental

0.0045
0.0004
-0.0010
0.0048
0.0207
0.0602
0.0010
0.0000

0.7273
0.0000
0.8000
0.0000
0.9167
0.5000
1.0000
0.2000

0.0036
0.0002
-0.0016
0.0220
0.0199
0.0623
0.0442
0.0026

0.7273
0.4000
1.0000
0.0000
0.9167
0.0000
1.0000
0.2000

0.0000
-0.0071
0.0005

0.4286
0.5000
0.2500

0.0020
-0.0045
0.0048

0.2857
0.3621
0.0000

-0.0139
0.0535
-0.0115
-0.0008
-0.0284

0.8333
0.6667
0.8333
1.0000
0.5000

-0.0157
0.0625
-0.0030
-0.0016
-0.0256

1.0000
0.5000
1.0000
1.0000
0.5682
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4.8 Figures
Imputation Accuracy per animal

ALL

ALL_PLINK

0.98
0.96

0.94

Concordance

0.92

0.9
0.88

0.86
0.84

0.82
0.8

Animal

Figure 4.1 - Imputation accuracy per animal from 777k to sequence using all animals in reference, or using only animals
within Plink haplotype cluster as reference.
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A

B

Figure 4.2 - Actual vs. Predicted Accuracy for all animals using A) the full prediction
model or B) a simple reduced prediction model.
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Figure 4.3 - Imputation Accuracy measured by genotype concordance by position on
chromosome 12 when imputation was carried out using all animals as reference, or
by clustering based on Plink haplotypes.
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Chapter 5: GWAS and genomic selection for spastic syndrome in Holstein cattle
using imputed next generation sequencing data.
5.1 Abstract
Spastic Syndrome in cattle is a progressive neurological disorder that has been
increasing in frequency and severity especially in the Holstein breed. The genetic
mechanism behind this disorder is not well understood, and previous studies using 50k
genotypes have not been able to identify causal variants for spasticity in cattle. It is
important to better understand the genetic mechanism of spasticity in order to help reduce
the frequency of disease. We imputed whole genome sequences for 4,000 Holstein cattle
in order to perform GWAS to try to find variants contributing to spasticity in cattle. True
spasticity was not available, so crampiness, as measured by Canadian classifiers, was used
as an indicator of spastic syndrome. One region was found to be significant on the end of
chromosome 18, however the most significant variant is present on the 50k bovine SNP
panel. This region harbours many genes shown to have an effect on serine related
peptidases, which have been linked to progressive neurological disorders in humans. To
validate the results of this study, we added significant markers (12) to the 50k panel and
performed a genomic selection study with 3,660 additional Holstein bulls and cows. There
was no significant effect of adding additional markers to the 50k panel. Genomic selection
could be performed relatively accurately, and should be explored further as a method to
reduce the frequency of this disease in the Holstein population.
5.2 Introduction
Genome-Wide Association studies (GWAS), since their first use in 2005 (Klein et
al., 2005), have helped to better understand the genetic architecture of complex traits. There
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is, however, a huge amount of variation still unexplained for many traits, and primarily
only common variants have been detected. These variants, in many cases, have been shown
to be statistically significant; however there has been a difficulty in showing a biological
relevance to many of these identified regions (McClellan and King, 2010). In an attempt
to find the true biologically relevant, causative quantitative trait loci (QTL) for a trait, the
routine procedure in the past was to perform a fine mapping study using exome sequencing
(McClure et al., 2014) or a targeted re-sequencing of an identified region on the genome
(Jiang et al., 2014). Although these methods have been shown to be somewhat effective at
detecting moderate to large effect genes, there is still a large proportion of variance
untapped due to the polygenic nature of most traits and diseases. Small effect genes that
span across the entire genome are much more difficult to detect. This difficulty is
exacerbated when using sparse chip genotype calls that may only be in partial Linkage
Disequilibrium (LD) with a causative mutation leading to a weak association with the trait
of interest being hidden further from statistical detection methods. This evidence shows
that the hypothesis that a common disease is caused by common variants is less valid than
previously assumed. It also leads to the need for developing methods to efficiently detect
rare variants with small effects to better understand and utilize this variation.
In humans, the abundance of sequences available since the 1,000 genomes project
started in 2012 has led to the discovery of rare variants that have effect on human traits of
interest, especially those relating to diseases that were not yet well understood (Chen et al.,
2014b, Weeke et al., 2014) as well as more common diseases that had a portion of genetic
variance yet unexplained (Steinthorsdottir, 2014, Wang et al., 2014, Faino et al., 2014). As
the minor allele frequency of a causal loci decreases, so does the power to detect it. Studies
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that aim to detect rare QTL need a large sample of sequenced individuals that have accurate
phenotypes. They also require appropriate statistical methods to account for rare alleles
(Price et al., 2010).
Bovine studies for both disease and non-disease traits using GWAS on low density
genotypes have shown some power to detect variants playing a role underlying a trait of
interest (Bermingham et al., 2014, Lee et al. 2015, Casas et al. 2013). The detection of rare
variants in bovine, however, is still a relative unknown and few studies have attempted to
exploit rare variants in either a QTL detection or genomic selection study. The pieces are
now in place for sequence data in bovine to be well exploited for rare variant detection. A
relatively large multi-breed sequenced population exists and Daetwyler et al. (2014)
showed that imputed sequences can be used to detect new variants in well understood traits
of interest in dairy cattle. Bovine sequencing is still a work in progress at this point,
however imputation to sequence data has been shown to be highly accurate for common
variants (van Binsbergen et al., 2014), and can be carried out with reasonable accuracy for
rarer variants when animals from other breeds are included to increase the size of reference
population (Baes, 2015).
Little has been done so far to use bovine sequences for novel traits or poorly understood
traits in cattle. Rare variants are more likely to play a key role in the genetic architecture
of poorly understood traits, as common variants have not been shown to explain much of
the genetic variation. For disease traits, the potential of sequence to unlock rare variants or
possibly regions of the genome not well characterized could provide valuable insight to
better understanding these disease traits, and eradicating or reducing their incidence.
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Genomic selection accuracy has been shown to depend on the accuracy of imputation
(Rutkoski et al., 2013). Differences in accuracy come from the overall number of incorrect
calls as well as the locations where miscalled SNPs are found. If a miscalled SNP is near
or on a QTL, it will be more likely to lead to a missed association. This will apply to GWAS
studies as well, where poor quality calls will affect detection of significant associations.
This will lead to missing areas of association, as well as spurious false positives from
wrongly imputed calls being associated with phenotypes of interest by chance. This is
especially true for rarer variants, where a wrong call at a rare variant site could show an
association without a biological basis.
Spastic syndrome in Canadian cattle has a severe economic impact per case and affects
a substantial portion of the population and causes losses to producers from loss of
production and increased culling rates (Van Doormal, 2014). This trait has been shown to
be poorly understood from common variants alone (Neustatder, 2015), and has the
potential to be better understood by exploring rare variants.
In this study we investigated potential to impute a Holstein population to sequence and
compare GWAS using 50k, HD, and whole genome sequence genotypes to look for new
rare variants for a trait where few significant SNPs have been found on commercially
available panels containing primarily common variants. Pathology of spastic syndrome
suggests there may be an association with areas outside the exome or potential modification
of the transcriptome that may play a part in this disease. We also investigated possible
functional genes associated with most significant SNPs at all 3 densities, as well as a
method where regions were selected for investigation based on connection to pathways
thought to be biologically relevant to the trait pathology. A validation of results was carried
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out by a genomic selection study to determine if there was an improvement in accuracy of
selection when regions found to be potentially causative were added to the 50k panel for
genomic selection. Predicted imputation accuracy vs. genomic selection accuracy was also
explored to determine what effect the accuracy of imputation will have on results of both
GWAS and genomic selection.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Data
5.3.1.1 Genotypes/Sequences
Genotypes from 50k and 777k SNP arrays were received from the Canadian Dairy
Network (CDN, Guelph, Canada) on 7,564 and 2,416 Holstein individuals, respectively,
genotyped with Illumina Infinium SNP array (Illumina Inc., San Diego, USA) however
these populations mostly overlapped, resulting in 7,660 animals for further analysis. This
population is comprised primarily of sires (7,491), but also includes influential genotyped
females (169). Genotypes with low quality were already filtered by Animal Genomics and
Improvement Laboratory (AGIL, USA) and CDN. A total of 301 SNPs on the 50k panel
were removed due to having no matching site on the 777k panel after quality control. The
density of the 777k panel was significantly reduced through quality control measures,
mostly due to SNPs in high LD with one another being removed. After quality control,
44,886 and 311,424 SNPs remained for analysis on the 50k and 777k panels, respectively.
Sequences from 1,146 animals across 27 breeds/composites were received from the
1,000 Bull Genomes Project Run 4 (Daetwyler et al., 2014). One animal was removed due
to poor sequence quality leaving 1,146 individuals for analysis. The raw sequence variant
file contained 36,916,857 SNPs, which were polymorphic across all 30 breeds. Quality
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control was used to remove any variants with an overall Phred scaled quality score of <20,
a mapping quality (MQ) score of <30, a read depth of <10 or more than the median plus 3
s.d. read depth, >0.1 opposing homozygotes or the same base-pair position (for example, a
SNP overlapping an indel) using VCFTools (Danecek et al., 2011) as well as removing
any sites that did not have alternate alleles in at least 4 individuals, as these sites have been
shown to impute very poorly (Dr. Ben Hayes, La Trobe University, Personal
Communication). This left 22,740,488 sites remaining for imputation.
5.3.1.2 Phenotypes
Phenotypes for crampiness on 101,038 Holstein cattle were received from CDN.
These phenotypes were obtained based on classification records, wherein classifiers can
mark a classified cow or bull as not crampy, moderately crampy, or severely crampy. EBVs
for crampiness were then calculated by CDN based on the entire Holstein pedigree on a
scale centered on 0, with an increment of 5 representing an increase or decrease of 1
standard deviation from the mean. Reliabilities were not generated during this procedure,
so reliabilities of conformation, a score calculated from the same set of records, was used
as a proxy for crampiness reliability for deregression. These traits had similar heritabilities
as estimated by CDN (0.2-0.3). EBVs were deregressed according to VanRaden and
Sullivan (2010). Conformation reliabilities for females were not available, so a
conservative value was used, assuming all females only had their own record available for
analysis.
5.3.2 Model to Exclude Animals from Sequence Imputation
A predictive model was created for accuracy of imputation to sequence genotypes,
as measured by genotype concordance, using only information available on the 50k panel.
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First, to capture the degree to which each animal was related to the reference population
for imputation, Euclidean distances between each pair of animals were calculated based on
the following formula:

𝑛

√∑(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 )2
𝑖

Where q and p are the genotype or haplotype states at locus i, for each of n loci for
genotypes or for each of n possible pseudo-genotypes created from haplotypes. Using
Euclidean distance captures both the effects of relatedness between individuals, as well as
allele frequencies, as those individuals with many rare alleles within the population are less
likely to have small average Euclidean distances, indicating a close relation with the
training population. Euclidean distances were calculated using 50k genotypes
The model included Euclidean distances as calculated using 50k genotypes, as well
as the effect of total genotyped parents and progeny. Values for each model term were
estimated using the sequenced population, after a 5-fold cross validation study of
imputation accuracy, where each individual had imputation accuracy from 50k to sequence
calculated. Accuracy was measured by genotype concordance rate, the proportion of
imputed genotype calls that matched the original sequence calls. In the evaluation of the
model, where true and predicted imputation accuracies were available, a correlation of
0.833 between true and predicted accuracy was found. In this study, predicted imputation
accuracy less than 0.9 was used as a lower threshold to be included in imputation and
further analysis.
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5.3.3 Imputation
Imputation was carried out from 50k to 777k using the FImpute v2.2 imputation
algorithm v. 2.2 (Sargolzaei et al., 2014) and default parameters with no pedigree. Pedigree
has been shown to have no significant effect on imputation accuracy when the low density
panel is 50,000 markers or more in Holstein cattle (Sargolzaei et al., 2014). HD genotypes
were then converted to +/+ format to match sequence calls. Imputation to sequence
genotypes was then carried out using FImpute v. 2.2 for those animals with a predicted
genotype concordance rate greater than 0.9.
5.3.4 GWAS
Four thousand animals were randomly selected to be included in a genome-wide
association for crampiness. GWAS was carried out using SNP1101 software (Sargolzaei,
2014) on 50k, 777k as well as whole genome sequence, in order to confirm consistency of
peaks seen on sequence data. Single SNP mixed linear model was carried out, with the
genomic relationship matrix, as calculated in VanRaden (2008) from the 50k genotype
panel, fitted to account for polygenes and population stratification effects. SNPs that passed
the genome-wise False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.05 were declared significant. Figure 5.1
includes the Q-Q plot confirming that expected and observed p-values were in line. For
SNPs from sequence to be considered further for genomic selection validation, however, a
clear peak had to be seen, defined as having at least 100 SNPs within 1 Mb that were
statistically significant before correction for genome-wise FDR. All significant SNPs were
submitted to candidate gene and pathway analysis.
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Haplotypes were also analyzed, with a haplotype length of 4 SNPs chosen for all
chromosomes. Haplotypes needed to have a frequency of at least 0.01 in the population to
be declared significant.
5.3.5 Candidate Gene Discovery and Pathway Analysis
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms declared as significant from sequence GWAS
were mapped to corresponding genes using NGS-SNP (Grant et al., 2011). Genes covered
by significant SNPs or within 250,000 bp up or downstream of significant SNPs were
considered. The identified genes were submitted to database for annotation and
visualization and the integrated discovery (DAVID) bioinformatics resource 6.7 to perform
enrichment analysis in order to determine potential biological pathways that may affect
crampiness in Holstein cattle (Huang et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2009). All significant SNPs
were fit, as well as only those SNPs that were part of a clear peak. Significant haplotypes
with a frequency of at least 0.05 in the population were also considered, and genes covered
within 250,000 bp of the center of the 4 SNP haplotype were identified and included in
enrichment analysis.
5.3.6 Partitioning Heritability
Separate genomic relationship matrices were calculated for each chromosome in
order to test how much heritability could be attributed to each. Average Information
REML was run individually for each chromosome to capture the amount of additive
genetic variance (Va) each chromosome explained. A linear regression was applied to
test for a significant difference from the expectation that chromosomes would contribute
to additive variance relative to their length, as in Davis et al. (2013).
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5.3.7 Validation by Genomic Selection
To validate the results of genome wide association, the remaining animals were
used in a genomic selection study. Animals were split by age, with all animals born before
2007 (n=3,283) being used as the training population, and the remaining individuals being
used for validation (n=377). Genomic selection using simple Genomic BLUP as described
by VanRaden (2008) was carried out using SNP1101 (Sargolzaei, 2014). Significant SNPs
found in peaks from sequence were tested by 2 methods: 1) adding the SNPs to the 50k
panel to create a slightly denser panel for selection and 2) fitting fixed effects in the
genomic selection model to account for effects of significant SNPs as estimated by the
observed average additive allele substitution effect in the training population. Genomic
selection accuracy using the 50k panel was measured as the correlation between DGV as
estimated by GBLUP in SNP1101 software and deregressed EBV.
5.3.8 Validation by comparing GWAS results to veterinary diagnosed spastic
syndrome phenotypes
Phenotypes for spastic syndrome, as measured by a veterinarian were available for
23 genotyped cases and 14 genotyped controls. These consisted of older bulls who had
lived long enough to either show severe symptoms of spastic syndrome or be symptom free
for long enough to ensure the animal was unaffected. For all significant SNPs and
haplotypes, chi square analysis was carried out to determine if there was a significant effect
of the gene on this ascertained spastic population.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Imputation
Imputation was successfully carried out for 28 Bos taurus autosomes (BTAs).
Chromosome 12 has a disproportionate amount of sequence calls, and as such could not be
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easily imputed given the computing resources available. GWAS was still carried out for
chromosome 12 for 50k and HD panels, and 50k markers were included in genomic
selection, but sequence GWAS could not be carried out for BTA12.
The average predicted accuracy of imputation for the population of 50k and 777k
individuals was 0.94 (data not shown). Sixty animals had predicted imputation accuracy
less than 0.9 based on model parameters previously estimated from the sequenced Holstein
population by a 5 fold cross-validation study. These 60 animals were removed from further
analysis.
5.4.2 GWAS
Manhattan plots from 50k, HD, and Sequence GWAS can be found in Figures 5.15.3. A significant region was found at the end of chromosome 18, and was consistent in
effect across both panels and sequence genotypes. Sequence GWAS showed many other
significant SNPs, however no other clear peak was observed, and these SNPs were not
subsequently included in genomic predictions. The most significant SNP found in the peak
from sequence was already included on the 50k and 777k panels. A total of 14 SNPs were
declared significant on chromosome 18, 2 of which already resided on the 50k and 777k
panels.
5.4.3 Candidate Gene Discovery and Functional Analysis
The number of genes within 250,000 bp of significant SNPs or haplotypes based
on exclusion criteria including or excluding a nearby significant peak is shown in Table
5.1. When no major exclusion criterion for LD is put in place, a large number of genes can
be identified near significant SNPs.
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When specifically looking at chromosome 18, where the only significant peak, as
well as the most significant haplotypes resides, there are a significant number of genes
categorized as having peptidase activity (Table 5.1). Most significantly, there are 10 genes
involved with serine-type endopeptidase activity of the 36 genes identified by haplotype
analysis (at 1% FDR level).
There were no significant pathways identified after correction for multiple testing,
however multiple genes were identified within the pathways of mismatch repair, base
excision repair, DNA replication and nucleotide excision repair.
5.4.4 Partitioning Heritability
The correlation between chromosome length and additive variance explained by
each chromosome was 0.22. This suggests there is a weak association between the length
of chromosome and proportion of variance explained. Figure 5.4 shows the regression of
length on additive genetic variance explained. A weak association can be seen, however
there are no chromosomes that explain either a very large proportion, or almost no
variance, so the assumption of a multi-gene inheritance mechanism with some regions of
greater significance is supported.
5.4.5 Genomic Selection Validation
Results of GBLUP and estimations of fixed effects of SNPs can be found in Table
5.2. Including additional SNPs on the 50k panel to attempt to better capture the effect of
the potential causative region on chromosome 18 had a very small, non-significant,
negative effect on genomic selection accuracy. Fitting only the most significant SNP as a
fixed effect had a very small, but non-significant positive effect on genomic selection
accuracy. Fitting all significant SNPs as fixed effects simultaneously showed a slight
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decrease in accuracy, implying that these SNPs were either over-estimated in the training
population, or are capturing the same QTL effect, and are not accounting for the effects of
multiple QTLs. Overall, a positive result was seen in that genomic selection accuracy for
crampiness was moderately accurate, and shows the potential to be useful in Holstein cattle.
5.4.6 Validation by comparing GWAS results to veterinary diagnosed spastic
syndrome phenotypes
Top SNPs were evaluated for being truly causative for spastic syndrome by
comparing genotypes at significant SNPs between true cases and controls for spastic
syndrome. Each SNP tested had opposing homozygotes within the case group, showing no
true causative SNP existed. However, the top SNP from GWAS did show a close to
significant effect between groups based on simple chi square analysis (p=0.06) on a small
population (23 cases, 14 controls).
5.5 Discussion
Accurate imputation of sequence data is an important step in effectively utilizing
next generation sequence data to improve animal breeding methodologies. Imputation
accuracy has been shown to have an effect on genomic selection accuracy in cattle,
especially when the imputed animals have a weak relationship to the reference population
for selection (Chen et al., 2014a). For less related animals, there are more variants expected
to be discovered, however those variants are also likely to be less useful for aiding the
accuracy of genomic selection methodologies, as they will occur less in animals with a
large influence on the overall population. Removing these animals from subsequent
analysis will limit the potential number of false associations due to errors in imputation.
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The genomic relationship between reference and target individuals has been shown
to be influential on imputation to whole genome sequence data (Baes, 2015) and as such is
the best indicator of imputation accuracy when only 50k information is available for
prediction. In humans, it has been shown that a larger reference population and greater
degree of relationship has a larger effect on imputation of rare variants on sequence (Li et
al., 2011a). Animals predicted to be poorly imputed due to a low relation with the reference
population are expected to be even more poorly imputed to sequence than if imputation
were to a commercial genotype panel with higher average minor allele frequency. The
frequency of imputation errors to sequence will always be higher due to many low minor
allele frequency variants, so more strict per animal quality control, especially in large
studies with many low density genotypes available, is an effective way to maintain a more
acceptable level of overall sequence quality (Brøndum et al., 2014).
Spastic syndrome is a complex disease that is not well understood in dairy cattle.
Preliminary GWAS results did not show any significant SNPs that could explain the
inheritance of this disease on their own. The frequency of this disorder is growing in recent
years, and affects a large proportion of the population (Van Doormal, 2014) and so any
marker thought to explain the disease entirely would have to have a reasonably high minor
allele frequency. To avoid many spurious associations, only SNPs with minor allele
frequency greater than 0.01 were explored both for panel GWAS as well as imputed
sequence GWAS analysis. Sequence GWAS did not elucidate any significant new areas
after considering SNP LD to declare likely associations. Likely associations, defined as
having at least 100 SNP within 1Mb were used to correct for potential rare variants that
were products of imputation error or spurious associations.
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SNPs with minor allele frequency less than 0.05 have been shown to be much more
likely to be falsely identified as a causal variant (Barrett et al., 2014). The primary SNP
found in sequence GWAS was already on the 50k SNP panel. This does not mean,
necessarily, that this SNP is the most highly associated SNP for crampiness, as Wiltshire
et al. (2008) found that when GWAS is carried out using re-sequencing of the same
individuals from panel-assisted GWAS, the SNP present on the panel was found to be more
significant than the true causative mutation 30% to 63% of the times. As Faye et al. (2013)
points out, increasing the number of variants to evaluate without significantly increasing
sample size can, in effect, decrease power to detect causal variants, especially those with
small to moderate effect on a trait.
Errors in the reference population of sequences could play a significant role in
increasing the degree of errors and limiting power of detection as well. Sequencing error
can lead to spurious false positives (Johnson and Slatkin, 2007), especially when those
errors are amplified by imputation, where potential errors in one animal can be amplified
into the target population several times over. Pasaniuc et al. (2012) showed that although
imputation significantly increases power for GWAS studies, it can also lead to a number
of false positives, especially as imputation error increases.
This study shows limited utility for identifying variants using imputed sequence
genotypes with the current sequenced population for crampiness. It is difficult to determine
if that is because imputation accuracy remains too low to effectively identify causal
sequence variants, especially those with low MAF, after imputation or if the population
used here was still too small to effectively identify variants that explain a significant
proportion of the genetic variance of crampiness. Exome sequencing of extreme
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individuals, or cases and controls, may still be a more effective strategy for variant
identification at this point, however a larger sequenced population and greater imputation
accuracy should eventually limit the need for expensive exome sequencing studies in cattle.
For extreme individuals or case/control data, imputation errors in only a few individuals
on causative variants can change the results for an association study significantly
(International Parkinson Disease Genomics Consortium, 2011). Ensuring the reference
population of sequenced individuals is large and highly related and representative of the
haplotype diversity within a population is important for future analysis of spastic syndrome
and other economically important phenotypes (Druet et al., 2014).
Human studies using ~500,000 markers have shown that both haplotypes and
individual SNPs can be useful to detecting causal variants (Shim et al., 2009). This suggests
that there may be associations that cannot be detected because they are a) due to a multiallelic QTL that is poorly linked to markers on the panel genotype, and can only be well
accounted for by using a multiple marker haplotype (i.e. multi-allelic marker) or b) due to
a within gene or across gene interaction effect. Haplotypes used here were short, and could
not capture the effects of multiple gene interactions, so only interactions within one single
gene were explored. A limited number of effects detected using haplotypes, especially once
controlled for haplotype frequency shows that there may not be a significant effect of
within gene interaction effects on crampiness in Holstein cattle. Other studies in bovine
examining haplotype vs. single SNP effects failed to identify any new regions for further
exploration by employing haplotypes in GWAS (Wu et al., 2014; Abdel-Shafy et al., 2014).
Due to high levels of LD, it is unlikely that an association will be missed unless the
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causative QTL has a very low frequency in the population, and then is difficult to detect
without a very large study population.
There is a potential for false positives to be eliminated from single marker GWAS by
using haplotypes as well, as haplotypes have shown by simulation to be more powerful to
detect true causative mutations (Akey et al., 2001). There were significant haplotypes
detected around the significant SNP on chromosome 18, providing support that this variant
may have an effect on crampiness in this population.
Genes found to be near significantly associated variants were analyzed using DAVID
and no significant pathways were identified. There was, however, a significant region
identified on the end of chromosome 18, where the most significant SNP and haplotype
peak was located. This region has previously been shown to have an association with
peptidase activity (Flisikowski et al., 2010). Peptidase activity has been linked to
progressive neurological disorders in humans (Abraham et al., 1988, Ogawa et al., 2000),
and this may provide some insight into the mechanism of spasticity in cattle. Tanaka et al.,
(1992) showed an effect of serine protease inhibitors on mRNA levels in the brain. Changes
in mRNA dictated by serine protease activity were shown to have significant effects on the
development of Alzheimer’s disease and other progressive neurological diseases in
humans. This region on chromosome 18 is not well annotated on the Bos taurus genome,
and some identified genes have no known function or analogue in other species. The
specific role of these serine peptidases within bovine have not been well explored, and a
differential mechanism than what is seen in humans is possible and could contribute to the
pathology of spasticity in cattle. These genes may play a role in the mechanism behind
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spastic syndrome, but a follow up functional study needs to be conducted to determine the
true role of these genes, if any, in spastic syndrome.
There are still no major confirmed genes discovered for spastic syndrome/crampiness.
It is difficult to truly diagnose spastic syndrome in cattle and some animals in this study
may have been classified as crampy, but not been affected by true spastic syndrome. There
are a large number of diseases both muscular and neurological in nature that will present
similar symptoms to spastic syndrome (Scarratt, 2004), and the phenotypes in this study
could be indicative of any of these disorders. A larger population of cattle diagnosed by a
veterinarian as being affected with spastic syndrome may be needed to find true causative
variants, although 60 diagnosed cases and controls was not sufficient to detect a causal
association (Neustatder et al., 2015). Evidence for a genetic component of crampiness has
been shown in literature as early as 1961 (Becker et al., 1961). The mechanism was not
well understood at that time, but was thought to be a simple inheritance model. We have
shown here that it is much more likely to be based on a multigene disease risk inheritance
model, as evidenced by the results seen in Figure 5.4.
As there may be many genes of small effect as risk factors for crampiness, a genomic
selection model using Bayesian or BLUP methodologies may be the best way to reduce
incidence. Genomic selection with GBLUP was shown to be possible with moderate
accuracy using a relatively small training population.
The population size here is similar to what has been used in studies in beef cattle, which
have shown accuracies of genomic selection similar to what was found here. Farah et al.,
(2016) reported correlations ranging from 0.14 to 0.33 for genomic selection accuracy in a
population of ~2,000 beef cattle. For a trait with very low heritability, as with all disease
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traits, lower genomic selection accuracy is expected. The reliability of selection found in
this study (0.16) is similar to what was simulated by Calus et al. (2013) for a trait with a
heritability of 0.05 and a population of similar size to the current study. In a small
population of Israeli Holstein bulls, accuracies ranging from 0.07 to 0.48 were found,
depending on the accuracy and heritability of different traits. Traits with similarly low EBV
accuracy and heritabilities as crampiness (dystocia, stillbirth) had accuracies slightly lower
than what was found in this study with a similar population size (Weller et al., 2015).
We could not adjust the accuracy of genomic selection for reliability of EBVs as in
VanRaden et al., (2008) due to unknown true reliabilities of original EBVs. This leads to a
downward bias in the presented accuracy of prediction. It is reasonable to assume that the
accuracy of EBVs entering the model are low due to the nature of evaluation and
presentation of the spastic syndrome and crampiness.
Including extra SNPs from sequence as either fixed effects or additional SNPs on
the 50k panel for estimation of DGVs did not significantly affect the accuracy of genomic
selection (Table 5.2). Given that the most relevant SNP from sequence GWAS was part of
the 50k panel already, this is not a surprising result. For traits with large effect QTLs that
are not included on genotype panels, this may be a viable option to improve genomic
selection accuracy (Goddard et al., 2015). The detection of rarer variants on sequence from
imputed calls may give insight on the usefulness of a haplotype model for genomic
selection. If rare variants exist for a trait from sequence, the usefulness of haplotypes for
routine genomic evaluation may increase as the effects of rarer variants will be better
captured by haplotypes than by single SNPs (Cuyabano et al., 2014).
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Sequence GWAS for many traits in dairy and beef cattle is now a possibility due to
an increase in sequence data and faster more accurate imputation algorithms (Sahana et al.,
2014). Sequence GWAS across all traits of economic significance will help to better
understand the genetic architecture of all phenotypes, including common economically
important traits and rare diseases (Hayes and Goddard, 2010). A better understanding of
the inheritance mechanism and genetic variance of a trait will help to better develop
selection methodologies to continue improving accuracy and to expand the range of traits
that can be selected on in cattle.
Spastic syndrome is still not well understood, but it has been made clear here that
genomic selection to reduce the frequency of crampiness in the Holstein population is
promising. Studies should be done to examine the genetic correlation between spasticity
and other economically important traits so we can ensure accurate selection on spasticity
will not affect other traits and to determine if the increase in prevalence of crampiness is
linked to selection for another trait. The role of the detected region on chromosome 18
should be explored further to determine the true molecular mechanisms of this not yet well
defined region.
5.6 Conclusions
Sequence GWAS did not reveal any novel variants that could be validated for
spastic syndrome, but a significant region was found consistent with GWAS using 50k and
777k genotype panels. Adding significant SNPs from within a sequence GWAS peak does
not help the accuracy of genomic selection, however accuracy was sufficient to apply
genomic selection for crampiness in Holstein cattle after assessing potential negative
genetic correlations with other traits. The inability to detect any marker or haplotype that
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can explain a large proportion of genetic variance of crampiness leads one to believe
spasticity is inherited in a complex manner involving many genes contributing to the risk
of developing the disorder.
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5.7 Tables
Table 5.1 - Number of genes identified within 250,000 bp of significant SNPs or
haplotypes and significant gene ontologies detected by DAVID software.
Method

# genes
Significant Gene Ontology (# genes)
identified

SNP – no correction
for LD

165

SNP – corrected for LD

Haplotype

83

36

P value
(1% FDR)

serine-type endopeptidase activity
(10)

8.20E-07

serine-type peptidase activity (10)

1.30E-06

serine hydrolase activity (10)

8.90E-07

endopeptidase activity (10)

7.10E-04

peptidase activity, acting on Lamino acid peptides (11)

8.00E-04

peptidase activity (11)

8.80E-04

serine-type endopeptidase activity
(10)

5.20E-10

serine-type peptidase activity (10)

8.20E-10

serine hydrolase activity (10)

5.90E-10

peptidase activity, acting on Lamino acid peptides (11)

4.90E-07

peptidase activity (11)

5.40E-07

endopeptidase activity (10)

4.60E-07

serine-type endopeptidase activity
(10)

3.10E-14

serine-type peptidase activity (10)

4.90E-14

serine hydrolase activity (10)

3.50E-14

endopeptidase activity (10)

5.10E-11

peptidase activity, acting on Lamino acid peptides (11)

4.70E-10

peptidase activity (11)

5.30E-10
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Table 5.2 – Accuracy of Direct Genomic Value (DGV) as measured by correlation
between DGV and Deregressed EBV (DEBV) for 50k, 50k+12 additional
SNPs or 50k with fixed SNP effects and magnitude of fixed effects of SNP fit
as fixed effects.
Scenario

Accuracy (r(DGV,DEBV))

Fixed Effects
(Chromosome)

50k

0.4005

N/A

50k + 12 SNP from seq

0.3998

N/A

50k + 1 fixed effect

0.4012

0.4119 (18)

50k + 12 fixed effects

0.3924

0.6534 (18)
0.5915 (18)
0.5778 (18)
0.5201 (17)
0.4465 (8)
-0.4232 (18)
0.3958 (18)
0.3896 (23)
0.2900 (5)
0.2181 (10)
0.2131 (8)
0.0218 (18)
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5.8 Figures

Figure 5.1 - Manhattan plot and Q-Q for crampiness using 50k SNP panel1
1

Chromosomes 29 and 30 are the X chromosome and pseudo-autosomal regions, respectively.
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Figure 5.2 - Manhattan plot for crampiness using 777k SNP panel1
1

Chromosomes 29 and 30 are the X chromosome and pseudo-autosomal regions, respectively.
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Figure 5.3 - Manhattan plot from Sequence GWAS for chromosomes 8 and 18, the 2
chromosomes where the most significant SNPs were detected
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Bta18

Figure 5.4 – Regression of length of chromosome (LN) on additive genetic variance
(Va) attributable to that chromosome based on AIREML.
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Chapter 6: General Discussion and Conclusions

As the cost of whole genome sequences has significantly decreased, more
sequences are available across a broad range of species. The challenge that is created with
many sequence genotypes in many species is to ensure sequence quality is high enough to
be able to make meaningful associations with important traits. Quality of sequence reads
is important for SNP discovery, variant mapping, and to ensure that each individual
sequence accurately reflects the true DNA sequence of that individual (De Pristo et al.,
2011). High quality sequences, high quality phenotypes, and high quality methods for
analysis are all needed to ensure meaningful associations are found, and spurious
associations are limited. The potential for next generation sequencing technology to
revolutionize the way we select cattle is clear (Daetwyler et al., 2014), however we need
to develop methods to utilize this data in the most efficient, effective manner. The “missing
heritability” in genomic studies performed in the recent past has been speculated to be
because of alleles with low minor allele frequency, differential gene actions and
interactions, and potential heritable epigenetic effects, although it has been shown that
epigenetic effects are generally not heritable (Varona et al., 2015). With sequence data we
have the tools to find that missing heritability, and utilize the findings to make selection
decisions more accurately.
In livestock, the cost of sequencing remains a significant barrier to increasing the
sequenced population to a point where sequence data can be meaningfully utilized to find
new associations and to better explain genetic architecture. Imputation of the thousands of
SNP panel genotypes that already exist in the dairy and beef cattle populations is the most
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efficient way to grow the number of sequence genotypes. Ensuring that the available
sequence genotypes which will become the reference population for imputation are the
highest possible quality will maximize imputation accuracy (Ni et al., 2015). Our first
objective was to explore the potential ways to improve sequence quality as a reference
population for imputation.
Using sequences from the 1,000 bull genomes project, the best methods for quality
control of sequence data before imputation was investigated, the imputation accuracy of
high quality calls was used as a metric for the best quality control thresholds. Depth and
Phred-scaled Genotype Quality were examined as the 2 major contributing forces to
sequence quality. A balance between quality and accuracy of imputation, as well as the
number of sites retained is important. For this reason, a novel method of excluding poor
calls on an individual call basis, and imputing across all animals for sites where a sufficient
proportion of calls were retained, was tested. Using this method, it was found that genotype
quality, more so than depth, was a strong indicator of the utility of a sequence call as a part
of the reference population for imputation. Depth was shown to have some effect on
imputation accuracy additionally to that captured by GQ, but was not as significant, and
removing the filter of depth did not significantly decrease imputation accuracy. As we
move towards methods, such as genotype by sequence, the quality of the reference
population for imputation to sequence becomes increasingly important (De Donato et al.,
2013). A framework was created here, where SNPs with a broad range of minor allele
frequency and overall quality could be retained and improved, rather than discarded, and
imputation could be carried out accurately when calls were filtered for GQ, and only
discarded when a majority of sites were poorly read.
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As the number of available high quality sequences continues to increase, methods
assessing quality on a specific per site per animal basis become increasingly valuable.
Rather than eliminating entire sites due to poor average quality, there is likely a large
enough number of sequences with sufficient quality to retain nearly every site with a
variant detected and utilize imputation to fill in the calls for animals where sequencing was
unsuccessful. This will lead to a greater pool of potential variants to assess, and a greater
likelihood of any causal mutation being retained in a population for further analysis. The
breed of each animal retained should be explored as well, as breed specific variants may
be lost if all or most animals within a breed have poor quality at a certain locus (Boussaha
et al., 2015). The breed or breeds of origin of each variant may play a significant role in
imputation accuracy at a certain site, especially for low minor allele frequency sites, where
an allelic variant may only exist in one or few breeds. Including all breeds in a reference
population for imputation may limit the ability to properly identify and fill in this type of
variant, especially if shared haplotypes are not present or are rare within the population.
The structure of a reference population for imputation to sequence was examined,
knowing that in preliminary studies it was shown that across breed imputation to sequence
was superior to within breed (Baes, 2015). Given this prior information, it was possible to
study how to create a more suitable reference population when sequences from many
breeds were available. This was done using clustering algorithms based on genotypes and
haplotypes, attempting to find a method that was optimal for both imputation accuracy and
efficiency of computing. Clustering based on haplotypes was shown to be the most accurate
method to group animals resulting in the highest accuracy of imputation. It was observed
that clustering had a neutral effect overall when compared to including all individuals in
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the reference population, but for some breeds there was a significantly positive effect, while
for some breeds and crossbreds there was a negative effect observed when the reference
population was assembled by clustering. These breeds and crossbreds, in general, were
groups that did not fit well into the general population, and were more distant from clustermates than those individuals that imputed well within cluster.
Fortunately, in most study designs, there is a distinct target population that is to be
imputed. This allows for a custom cluster from the sequenced population that can be built
around a target population. Depending on the haplotype diversity and size of the target
population, a reference population can be created to ensure the maximum probability that
haplotypes in the reference are similar to those in the target population at similar
frequencies. There will always be some animals that are imputed poorly, because of being
significantly different than breed-mates, or from the general reference population as a
whole. Being able to predict which animals may not impute as well as group-mates will
provide another important tool for improving the overall quality of imputed sequences to
be utilized by follow-up association and genomic selection studies.
A simple linear model was constructed based on imputation accuracy from the
second objective of this thesis. The model explored the factors affecting imputation
accuracy, primarily the relationship between an individual and the reference population
based on cluster status and Euclidean distances between each individual, and every other
individual in the population, using low density genotypes. Model terms were evaluated
until an ideal model for imputation accuracy was determined by a 5-fold cross validation.
This model was effective, but somewhat complicated still, so a simpler model that could
be easily used as a quality control step in routine imputation was created. This model
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predicts well the accuracy of imputation, and more importantly, correctly identifies those
animals that impute poorly, and should be eliminated from evaluation to avoid adding
incorrect calls to further analysis. This model has far reaching applications to improve the
quality of sequence studies, ensuring that sequenced populations can be effectively grown
without including animals that have extreme incorrect call rates, leading to many more
potential missed associations. Models such as this one will also have applications in panel
to panel imputation, however in most breeds, accuracy is high enough across all animals
that individual based quality control may not be needed. As the sequenced reference
population becomes larger and more diverse, there will be less need to control individual
imputation quality, however even in major breeds such as Holstein there are individuals
that did not impute well in this population, and as such should be excluded.
Once a high quality group of imputed sequences is available, determining the effect
sequence regions are having on phenotypes provides a unique challenge, where the ratio of
phenotypes to markers is significantly less than what is available in panel genotypes, and
the ability to make powerful inferences is lessened. We explored the potential for
sequences to be used to better understand the genetic architecture of a complex trait that is
not well explained using panel genotype data. Using a common GWAS method accounting
for population structure, little or no improvement was made from the use of sequence
information in a relatively small population. This may be due to sample size, poor quality
phenotypes and methods that are not suitable for sequence data where many SNPs that
were investigated had minor allele frequencies below the usual cut-offs for these detection
methods. For sequences to be more powerful for association and selection studies, more
sequences are needed, and minor allele frequency variants may need to be approached
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differently to truly utilize the information provided by next generation sequencing data.
The results from this study suggest positively, however, that even though spastic syndrome
is a poorly understood trait in Holstein cattle, genomic selection is a viable option to help
reduce the incidence of this disorder, and alleviate some of the economic losses it incurs.
Next generation sequencing data is already playing an important role in
understanding the bovine genome, and attempting to find ways to utilize that data to breed
more productive cattle. Selection based on causative mutations is increasingly possible,
and will help us to be certain that the genetic gains we are making have a well understood
biological basis, to ensure that the gains are long-term and sustainable. Sequence data will
help us to understand the genetic correlations between traits, the interactions between
genes, and the role the environment plays when interacting with the genome.
The complications that the abundance of sequence data will bring to animal
breeding are immense, but the potential to better understand the true biological basis of
inheritance, and breed healthier more productive livestock is potentially more immense.
We are on the precipice of an exciting next generation of animal breeding, whether it be
by genotyping by sequence, SNP based models from causative associations, sequencing of
thousands more individuals or techniques yet to be invented, the future of animal breeding
is bright and exciting, and full of challenges.
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